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ABSTRACT
This research presents method for evaluating the lightweightedness of a vehicle
and an approach for vehicle assembly time savings potential developed through a case
study. The Lazy Part Identification method for mass reduction specifically addresses
those components whose primary purpose is to aid in manufacturing and assembly rather
than to provide end-user function. Seven specific laziness indicators are described and
illustrated: rigid-to-rigid connection, support for a flexible, non-moving part, positioning
feature, duplicate geometry, fastener, bridging system, and material flow restriction.
These indicators are used to evaluate individual vehicle components as part of a proposed
method for identifying mass reduction potential. The indicators do not require extensive
knowledge of the functionality of the components being evaluated, focusing instead on
the geometry and assembly information available. The purpose of the proposed method
is to focus the attention of designers on components or assemblies with high potential for
mass reduction. This method is applied to a complete automotive vehicle consisting of
approximately 1500 parts, demonstrating a mass savings potential of the overall vehicle
of approximately 114 kilograms, or 5% of the total mass of the vehicle. The frequency of
use of seven laziness indicators and various combinations of these indicators is also
analyzed, and it is determined that the greatest potential for mass savings within the
vehicle occurs when a part has rigid-to-rigid connection and duplicate geometry
indicators. This analysis also demonstrates that entry-level manufacturing engineers can
analyze a system based on geometric and assembly relationships, with a limited
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understanding of functionality, to identify potential mass savings. The outcome of this
part of the research is a method for identifying potentially ―lazy‖ components within a
vehicle by providing laziness indicators and a systematic method for identifying the lazy
parts.
This research also presents an approach and recommendations resulting from an
empirical study on a vehicle assembly time savings workshop. The focus of the workshop
was to reduce the assembly time of an automotive vehicle by reverse engineering a
vehicle currently in production and applying design for assembly guidelines. The
workshop was conducted at the OEM’s research and development laboratory in Germany
and required a collaborative effort between the US manufacturing plant and the German
design group. The organization, equipment needed, and method used to conduct the
assembly workshop are discussed in detail. The outcomes of the empirical study include
assembly time reductions as well as best practices for conducting a time savings
workshop. The results from the case study include a method used during a workshop
focusing on reducing the assembly time of an automotive vehicle and a set of ―best
practice‖ guidelines for future assembly time reduction workshops. Within the case
study, a realization of immediate mass savings through the analysis of assembly time
savings was recognized. This research will also discuss the potential of identifying parts
in which both of these advantages may be gained. The ultimate goal of the research, is to
develop a systematic and objective method that may be used to support lightweight
engineering and assembly time savings for vehicles.
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Chapter One
CHALLENGES IN MASS AND ASSEMBLY TIME REDUCTION OF VEHICLES
In an effort to improve vehicle performance and vehicle cost automotive
manufacturers have focused on mass reduction and assembly time savings.

Mass

reduction in a vehicle leads to better marketing opportunities to potential customers by
offering higher vehicle performance while increasing the fuel efficiency of the vehicle.
To increase the profit for the company, the cost of manufacturing the vehicle must be
minimized. One opportunity to reduce the cost is by reducing the assembly time per
vehicle. Current research in the areas of lightweight engineering and assembly time
reduction will be reviewed.
1.1 Lightweight Engineering
Lightweight engineering has recently become a focal point for automotive
manufacturers, where a reduction in mass results in fuel savings [Cole and Sherman
1995; Miller et al. 2000] in addition to improvements in other aspects of vehicle
performance, such as environmental impact and vehicle handling [Stewart 2005]. A
major automotive original equipment manufacturer (OEM) has partnered with Clemson
University to develop lightweight forward lighting concepts [Morkos et al. 2009], seat
concepts [Snider et al. 2006], and panel integration concepts [Teegavarapu et al. 2009], as
well as lightweight engineering tools [Maier et al. 2007; Mocko et al. 2007; Snider et al.
2008]. A number of mass reduction techniques are being applied throughout the design
process including: mass reduction at the requirements level [Mclellan et al.], conceptual

development, optimization, manufacturing and joining processes, and material
replacement [Gruijicic et al. 2009; Teegavarapu et al. 2007].
The mass reduction research presented in this paper addresses manufacturing and
joining processes by developing a method for identifying components that aid in the
assembly process but do not necessarily improve the performance of the vehicle. Further,
many design approaches to aid in the mass and assembly time reduction will be
considered in this study including: concurrent engineering, design for X, and reverse
engineering.
1.2 Concurrent Engineering
With the increase in complexity and size of product development, it is becoming
difficult for one person to manage all the aspects of the process and the social interactions
occurring during the development process that influence the final design [Brereton et al.
1996; Ullman].

As a result multiple groups of people in worldwide locations are

responsible for different parts of the development process such as marketing in the US,
design in Germany, manufacturing in Brazil, assembly in South Africa, and logistics in
England.

This leads to an ―over the wall‖ (See Figure 1.1) approach to product

development, where marketing identifies a market need and ―throws‖ the request or need
over the wall to engineering design which, in turn, throws the design over the wall to
manufacturing, and so on [Poli 2001; Ullman]. Inevitably the information communicated
between each group of the development process flows in one direction, downstream. For
instance, engineering design group only receives the information communicated to them
by marketing, and does not send or receive feedback to any other group. Each group
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focuses on their assigned tasks without being actively conscious about how that may
affect other groups in the development process.

Customers

Engineering
Design

Marketing

Production

Figure 1.1: Over the Wall Approach [Ullman]
The lack of two way communication and collaboration among the groups
involved in the development process often results in a product that is not what the
customer had in mind [Maier et al. 2010; Ullman]. The decisions made during the
conceptual stage of product development play a large role in the remaining parts of the
development process [Hoover and Jones 1991]. In an effort to destroy the walls in the
―over the wall approach‖, concurrent engineering, also referred to as simultaneous
engineering [Eversheim et al. 1997; Ribbens 2000] , or integrated product and process
design [Nevins and Whitney 1989], encourages integration and collaboration between the
activities that are separated in the ―over the wall‖ approach. For example, the design
decisions made during the conceptual stage account for 70% of the manufacturing cost of
a product [Hoover and Jones 1991].
The concurrent engineering method allows for all groups involved in the product
development process to influence the design at the conceptual stage level. This forces
designers to consider the life cycle of the product during the early design stages
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[Ullman]. Extra effort during the design process helps to reduce the life cycle cost of the
product including: manufacturing, assembly, marketing, or logistics.
1.3 Design for X
Several methods and approaches are collectively referred to as ―Design for X
(DfX).‖ Generally DfX is a set of rules and guidelines whose focus addresses the
improvement of a specific aspect of a product [Bralla]. Within DfX there are several
approaches applicable to automotive industry, specifically Design for Manufacturing
(DfM) [Boothroyd et al. 1994; Poli 2001], Design for Assembly (DfA), [Boothroyd and
Knight 1993] , Design for Recyclability (DfR) [Gabrielle et al.]], and Design for
Disassembly (DfD) [Desai and Mital 2003]. While multiple methods may be used to
improve the overall quality of the product, conflicts between methods often result in
tradeoffs. For example, joining two parts together through welding processes rather than
fastening will reduce the mass, make the joint stronger, and reduce assembly time;
however, disassembly and serviceability will be significantly impacted. Research has
shown that application of DfX methods helps to reduce the time required to bring
products to the market, for example Ingersoll-Rand reported that use of the DfA and DfM
software from Boothroyd Dewhurst, Inc. reduced product development time from two
years to one[Boothroyd et al.]. While this research is based on reducing the assembly
time of a vehicle, the principles of DfA and DfM are of relevance.
DfA is the design of components to ease the assembly of the product [Boothroyd
et al. 1994]. Assembly time estimation methods developed help designers during the
early stages of the design process [Boothroyd et al. 2002b; Boothroyd 2005]. DfA
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analysis uses the parts’ symmetry, geometry, and size to estimate the two main parameters
influencing assembly cost: handling and insertion times [Boothroyd 1994; Boothroyd
2005; Bralla 1999]. With an aim to reduce assembly time in the early design stages, DfA
guidelines have been developed to create parts which assemble easier and quicker. One
DfA guideline is the design for easy insertion which states: A part should be designed
such that it is easy to align and insert. For example, if a part is difficult to align and
insert, then chamfers could be added to help locate and insert the part (See Figure 1.2).

Difficult to align

Easy to align

Figure 1.2: DfA Guideline: Design for Easy Insertion [Poli 2001]
While application of DfA guidelines will design parts to be more easily
assembled, this may have an impact on the cost of manufacturing the part and thus design
for manufacturing should also be considered.

DfM considers manufacturing input,

throughout the design process, to design parts to be manufactured more easily and in turn
more economically [Poli 2001]. DfM includes a method for estimating the cost of
manufacturing a part by various manufacturing processes including: stamping, injection
molding, and casting. Examples of application of DfM method includes tooling costs,
processing costs or controllability, and availability of materials or equipment [Poli 2001].
DfM guidelines are used to assess the cost of manufacturing when comparing different
processes. For example, when designing a part to be injection molded, the designer
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should be aware of the mold closure direction (See Figure 1.3). Considering the direction
of closure of the mold will help reduce the complexity of the mold and reduce the cost of
the part.

Figure 1.3: DfM Guideline: Mold Closure Direction [Poli 2001]
Reducing the number of parts in a product by integration will reduce assembly
cost, but may increase the cost of manufacturing by increasing the complexity of the
manufacturing process. For example, to reduce the assembly time of the electric shaver
(see Figure 1.4), the number of parts could be reduced by integrating the back cover, side
plates and front cover into one piece.
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Figure 1.4: Tradeoff Between DfA and DfM (Image from [Poli 2001])
For further assembly savings the number of screws may be reduced by replacing
the screws with snap fits. While this solution reduces the assembly cost of the electric
shaver, the cost to manufacture the redesigned covers will increase the complexity and
cost of the manufacturing process. With the ultimate goal of increasing profit, the
tradeoff between assembly time savings and manufacturing cost increase must be
evaluated.
Examples of design for manufacturing and design for assembly rules are found
throughout the literature and internal corporate documents. Often times, these are general
principles that engineers eventually internalize. That said, there are some systematic
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methods [Boothroyd et al. 2002b; Bralla 1999; Poli 2001] that have been used to
formalize and focus the designers attention on specific aspects of a design that might
have the greatest impact on cost savings from an assembly or manufacturing perspective.
1.4 Reverse Engineering
Reverse engineering existing products identifies current shortcomings, and
presents an opportunity to improve upon the current design (through redesign) or evolve
it into an entirely new product. Reverse engineering predicts what a product is expected
to do through modeling, analysis, dissection, and experimentation and the redesign step
follows to evolve a product to its next offering in the marketplace [Otto]. Otto and Wood
present a method for product development (Figure 1.5) through reverse engineering and
product redesign and provide several examples of application of the method [Otto and
Wood].
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Investigation, Prediction, &
Hypothesis
Reverse Engineering
Concrete Experience: Function
and Form

Design Models
Modeling & Analysis
Design Analysis

Parametric
Redesign

Adaptive
Redesign

Original
Redesign

Redesign

Figure 1.5: Reverse Engineering and Redesign Methodology [Otto and Wood 2001]
The method developed by Otto and Wood consists of three stages: Reverse
Engineering, Modeling and Analysis, and Redesign. The reverse engineering phase may
be broken down into two separate steps. In the first step of the reverse engineering phase
a product currently on the market is identified as the starting point in the product
development process. It is useful to begin with a product currently on the market since if
it currently exists in the market then it has already been engineered to certain level and
therefore serves as a building block in the development process [Otto and Wood 2001].
The selected product is evaluated across the following: operating parameters, customer
needs, hypothesized functionality, product components, and physical principles [Otto and
Wood 1998]. The second step of the reverse engineering phase is to ―experience the
actual product in both function and form‖ [Otto and Wood 1998]. This step of the reverse
engineering stage includes: full disassembly of the product, functional analysis, and
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generation of design specifications.

This step should determine what the intended

function of each component is and how each component performs the perceived function.
The results from the reverse engineering phase will help drive the direction of the
remaining stages of redesign.

A systematic process for product disassembly is

summarized by the following steps [Otto and Wood 2001]:
1. List the design issues,
2. Prepare for teardowns,
3. Examine the distribution and installation,
4. Disassemble, measure, analyze by assemblies, and
5. Form a bill of materials.
The disassembly process mentioned above would occur during the reverse
engineering phase. Otto and Wood suggest the subtract and operate (SOP) method to
support the disassembly process and provide examples of application of the SOP method
to consumer products[Otto and Wood 2001; Otto and Wood 1998]. In the first step of the
SOP method, a component of the system is disassembled (subtract) from the product
assembly. The product is then run through its entire range of operations without the
previously removed component. The effect that the removed component has on the
product is observed and the function of the removed component is determined. The
removed component is then reassembled and the procedure is repeated for each
component. The SOP method is summarized in Figure 1.6.
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Disassemble (Subtract)
One Component of the
Assembly
Operate the System
Through its Full Range

Analyze the Effect

Deduce the Subfunction of
the Missing Component

Replace the Component
Figure 1.6: Subtract and Operate Flowchart (Adapted from [Otto and Wood 2001])
Companies generally understand the way their product is built, its strengths and
weaknesses, and the functionality of the components in their product [Otto and Wood].
This may be enhanced through reverse engineering their own products b the systematic
approaches described above.

Conversely, companies may, often times, seek to

understand their competitors through their products. This is done, typically, through
competitive benchmarking, which may also include reverse engineering.

This

comparison can also be done internally by comparing models or products within the
company through internal benchmarking. The product must be benchmarked with other
similar products in order to provide a point of comparison.
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1.4.1 Competitive Benchmarking
To have a point of comparison for the assembly of the parts of the vehicle, a
competitor’s vehicle was chosen for benchmarking. For benchmarking purposes the
OEM chose a competitor’s vehicle that was similar to the vehicle to be disassembled.
The physical size of the benchmarking vehicle was slightly smaller than the vehicle being
studied, but it was the newest car on the market and therefore the OEM assumed that it
had the most recent technology advances and solutions implemented.

A complete

teardown of the benchmark vehicle was not conducted, but instead used to compare
solutions and set targets between the OEM vehicle and the competitor vehicle [Lin et al.
2008; Shetty 1993].
1.4.2 Internal Benchmarking
One source of benchmarking that is often overlooked is comparing a company’s
past products. Company’s rarely use their own products as a source of comparison since
the designers working on the new product are often the ones who designed the previous
product[Otto and Wood 2001].

Instead this should be a good starting point for a

company working on a new product since if their previous product is on the market it
must be of a minimum acceptable quality and thus gives the company a good base to
begin new product development. This being said, the company must beware to avoid the
trap of designing a product a certain way only because they designed it that way
previously.[Boothroyd et al. 2002b; Otto and Wood] It became evident in the workshop
that there was a lack of communication between vehicle designers internal to the OEM.
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Often when a problem was identified in one model vehicle, a solution could be viewed on
another vehicle model.
1.5 Empirical Study Research
Engineering design research has been supported through the use of several
different types of research methods, such as protocol analysis, experimental designer
studies, experiential reflections, ethnocentric studies, and case study [Ahmed 2007; Baird
et al. 2000; Ball and Ormerod 2000; Breslin and Buchanan 2008; Demian and Fruchter
2006; Eisenhardt 1989; Green et al. 2002; Teegavarapu et al. 2008a; Yin 2006; Yin 2009].
Case study research is an approach often used to connect the theories studied in academia
and the application of that practice in industry [Breslin and Buchanan 2008]. One of the
best attributes of case study methodology is the ability to examine a case in the way it
actually occurs [Yin 2006]. Utilization of case study research a method has previously
been doubted as a viable research method and has been considered invalid due to the lack
of systematic rigor [Yin 2009]. Teegavarapu et al discuss common misconceptions about
case study research, such as the lack of systematic rigor [Teegavarapu et al. 2008a], and,
among others, defend the case study method as a viable means of research [Teegavarapu
et al. 2008b; Yin 2009]
Case studies are most appropriate when trying to determine what, how or why an
event occurred [Yin 2006]. One distinct characteristic of a case study over other research
methods is it allows the user to analyze data as the data is being collected [Yin 2006].
This allows for the person conducting the case study to adapt to the situation and
environment as it occurs and collect any relevant data needed. One of the most difficult
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parts of using case study methods is drawing conclusions from the case study and
presenting those results to the academic community [Eisenhardt 1989]. The incorrect
application of case study methods has produced a negative connotation towards the use of
the case studies in research [Yin 2006].
Researchers have not yet reached a consensus on what the specific differences
between case study research and ethnographic or ethnocentric studies are. Ethnocentric,
sometimes referred to as ethnographic, research is that in which the researcher-observer
embeds themselves within the context and environment of that which is being studied.
Examples of ethnocentric studies in engineering design [Baird et al. 2000; Ball and
Ormerod 2000; Demian and Fruchter 2006]. Here, we make the demarcation between
case study research and ethnocentric research not based on their implementations and
methodological approaches, but based on their purpose and motivation. For the purposes
of the research presented here, no pattern and hypothesis formation was done before the
study was undertaken. These are critical elements for good case study research. Rather,
we are interested in observing what occurred in this workshop, what lessons might be
gleaned from it, and what patterns might emerge. In this manner, the ethnocentric study
of the workshop might be considered as a preliminary exploratory empirical study that
can lead to a more informed case study research based on the findings presented here.
Specifically, in this research, the author is a participant in the workshop and can report on
observations made throughout that may not be explicitly documented in archival form.
This provides for flexibility in discovery and interpretation. That said, it also has the
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potential for researcher bias. To address this, we have attempted to keep the observations
as objective as possible and have provided examples for each when available.
1.6 Summary of Existing Research
Design tools and methods are used throughout the design process to aid designer
in creating better products. Specifically, sets of DfX guidelines, including DfA, DfM,
DfR, exist to support product design by guiding designer to create parts that are designed
with the manufacturing process in mind.

Reverse engineering techniques exist to

systematically decompose a part or system to gain knowledge such as function or
manufacturing process used to create it. There exists a need for a systematic method to
help designers reduce the mass of products during the design process. An opportunity
also exists to study a vehicle currently in production, and determine opportunities for
assembly time savings in the future model. A systematic method to reduce the mass of a
vehicle, and an assembly time savings workshop to reduce assembly time of a future
model vehicle developed within a case study will be discussed in this research.
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Chapter Two
LAZY PARTS - AN APPROACH FOR MASS SAVINGS
This paper presents a method for evaluating the lightweightedness of a vehicle,
specifically addressing those components whose primary purpose is to aid in
manufacturing and assembly rather than to provide end-user function. Seven specific
laziness indicators are described and illustrated: rigid-to-rigid connection, support for a
flexible, non-moving part, positioning feature, duplicate geometry, fastener, bridging
system, and material flow restriction. These indicators are used to evaluate individual
vehicle components as part of a proposed method for identifying mass reduction
potential. The indicators do not require extensive knowledge of the functionality of the
components being evaluated, focusing instead on the geometry and assembly information
available. The purpose of the proposed method is to focus the attention of designers on
components or assemblies with high potential for mass reduction. This method is applied
to a complete automotive vehicle consisting of approximately 1500 parts, demonstrating
a mass savings potential of the overall vehicle of approximately 114 kilograms, or 5% of
the total mass of the vehicle. The frequency of use of seven laziness indicators and
various combinations of these indicators is also analyzed, and it is determined that the
greatest potential for mass savings within the vehicle occurs when a part has rigid-torigid connection and duplicate geometry indicators. This analysis also demonstrates that
entry-level manufacturing engineers can analyze a system based on geometric and
assembly relationships, with a limited understanding of functionality, to identify potential
mass savings.
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2.1 Laziness Definition
Lazy parts are systems (parts, assemblies, or devices) that add mass to a vehicle
but have little impact on the performance of the vehicle. In this context, performance
refers to the functionality and behavior of the vehicle. The formal definition of Laziness
is given below.
A Lazy Part describes a system (part, assembly, or device) in an automobile, whose
mass or a portion of the mass is unnecessary because:
1. the system is only required during the assembly process,
2. the system satisfies no functional requirement,
3. the system’s function(s) can be replaced by a redesigned system (change of
solution principle),
4. the system’s function(s) can be transferred to another system by integration, or
5. the system’s function can be conducted by an optimized (e.g., geometry,
material) system.
In order to be considered lazy, a part must fit into at least one of the categories in
the definition. An example of a part from each category is given below:
The system is only required during the assembly process: A locating pin may be
placed on a vehicle to help align parts during assembly. Once the parts are aligned
using the pin, they are secured using other fasteners. In this case, the pin would be
considered lazy because, after assembly, it could be removed and the parts would
remain in the correct location.
The system satisfies no functional requirement: A part may be required for models
with certain features. If these parts are placed on models that do not have the
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specific features, then it would be considered lazy because it is not satisfying a
functional requirement.
The system’s function(s) can be replaced by a redesigned system: If a thermoelectric cooling system for a vehicle cabin is lighter-weight and performs as well as
a traditional vapor-compression system, then the vapor-compression system would
be considered lazy.
The system’s function(s) can be transferred to another system by integration: If
both a heat shield and sound insulation are layered together in a vehicle, it may be
possible to put a reflective coat of paint on the sound insulation to transfer the
function of the heat shield to the sound insulation.
The system’s function(s) can be conducted by an optimized system: If a part can
be optimized geometrically to reduce its mass, then it is lazy.
Lazy parts may appear in automobiles or other mechanical products for various
reasons. Large products, like automobiles, are designed by many people distributed
worldwide in a complex design team. If systems are decomposed and designed in
separate locations, there may be more opportunity for laziness because systems are
designed independently of each other. If a part is identified by a laziness indicator, then
the part may be lazy and should be analyzed further by experienced designers. This
paper primarily discusses the first two types of laziness because the research is being
conducted at an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) plant facility.
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2.2 Laziness Indicators
A lazy part is identified by a set of preliminary screening markers, called
indicators. The indicators have been developed through observations of the assembly line
in an automotive OEM plant. The indicators serve as a first-pass analysis tool for
designers who are familiar with the functionality of the product being analyzed. Some
latent functionality may exist that prevents the removal of the lazy aspects of the parts or
system. Thus, the purpose of this tool is to focus the attention of the designer—an
engineer familiar with the system and working for the OEM—on aspects of parts or
systems that have potential for mass reduction. A detailed description of the following
indicators is discussed in this section:
Rigid-to-Rigid Connection: a rigid part that transfers a force from one non-flexible
part to another part with zero relative displacement between the two parts (e.g.,
brackets)
Support for a Flexible, Non-moving Part: a part that holds and/or supports flexible
parts that do not require movement during vehicle operation (e.g., wire harness
clips)
Positioning Feature: a feature or part that helps to position another part; if the
feature is removed, the vehicle would behave exactly the same after full assembly
(e.g., locating pin)
Duplicate Geometry: two or more similar geometries in close proximity to each
other (e.g., sound shield)
Bridging Systems: parts that bridge the gap between two spatially disconnected
sub-systems (e.g., hoses)
Material Flow Restriction: parts whose purpose is to restrict a material flow (e.g.,
trim)
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Fastener: a part that physically joins two or more other parts and does not need to
be removed for normal operation (e.g., screw)
2.2.1 Rigid-to-Rigid Connection
A rigid-to-rigid connection is a rigid component that transfers a force from one
system to another system with zero relative displacement between the two systems.
Typically, a series of three components is involved with the rigid-to-rigid connection: a
rigid component attached to a second rigid component, which is attached to a third
component. For example, the audio amplifier, shown in Figure 2.1, is mounted to the
vehicle using a rigid-to-rigid connection. The amplifier is attached to a rigid bracket,
which is attached to the vehicle body. The audio bracket is identified by the rigid-torigid indicator since its primary function is to fix the amplifier to the body with zero
relative displacement between these two systems. This intermediate component may be
eliminated by directly connecting the amplifier to the body of the vehicle.
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attaches to
vehicle body

audio amplifier
amplifier bracket
Figure 2.1: Audio Amplifier and bracket
2.2.2 Support for a Flexible, Non-moving Part
A support for a flexible, non-moving part is a component that supports flexible
parts that only require movement during the assembly process and are restricted from
motion during vehicle operation. An example of a flexible, non-moving part is a wiring
harness, shown in Figure 2.2. The support for a flexible, non-moving part identified are
the wire harness clips (item 2) that secure the wire harness (item 1) to the vehicle body.
The wire harness needs to be flexible only during the assembly process. Once secured,
the wire harness is not intended to move during vehicle operation. The clips may be able
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to be eliminated if the wire harness was more rigid or the functionality of the clips may
be integrated into its surrounding components.

Figure 2.2: Wire Harness with Clips
By increasing the rigidity of a flexible part, such as hoses and wires, support
structures that add the vehicle mass can be eliminated (e.g., clips and channels). These
support structures are identified as lazy; the flexible parts are not identified as lazy by this
indicator.
2.2.3 Positioning Feature
A positioning feature is a component or feature of a component that helps position
a system during the manufacturing process but is not necessary after full assembly.
Removal of the positioning feature must not affect the functionality of the vehicle. For
example, the gas tank (item 1 in Figure 2.3) contains a positioning tab (item 2). The
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positioning tab is used to align and fasten the gas tank to the bottom of the vehicle.
During final assembly, two metal straps (item 3) are then secured to the bottom of the
vehicle in four locations (item 4). Once the straps are installed, the positioning feature
(item 2) and its fastener are no longer needed.

This positioning feature could be

eliminated by designing an external fixture to align the gas tank while the straps (item 3)
are attached.

1

2

3

1

3

2

4

4

3

Figure 2.3: Gas Tank Assembly Parts
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In the gas tank example, the positioning feature is used to position the component
containing the positioning feature. However, a positioning feature can help position other
components as well. For example, in some instances a pin is placed on the vehicle and
used to position components, such as the front fender, on the vehicle. In this case, the
positioning feature is used to position a different component. In both cases—the gas tank
and the locating pin—the positioning feature does not affect the behavior of the vehicle
after the assembly is complete.
2.2.4 Duplicate Geometry
Duplicate geometry is two or more similar geometries in close proximity to each
other. All components that share the duplicate geometry should be marked with this
indicator. These are very common with the sound insulation, heat shields, air ducts, and
trim in a vehicle. If there are two components that are co-located with duplicate shapes,
both components can be integrated into one modified system.
An example of duplicate geometry is the undercarriage of the vehicle body and
sound insulation, shown in Figure 2.4. The sound insulation is assembled to the body
resulting in the finished assembly. The function of the sound insulation is to prevent
noise generate by the drive train from entering the cabin. The sound insulation has the
same geometry as the body, so the two components may be able to be integrated into a
single modified system.
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sound
insulation

vehicle
underbody

Figure 2.4: Sound Insulation and Vehicle Underbody
2.2.5 Bridging System
A bridging system is a component that spans the geometric gap between two
spatially disconnected systems.

The purpose of the bridging system is to transport

material or energy from the original source to the locations of use. Consequently, the
length of the bridging system should be reduced or eliminated if possible. The battery
wiring harness (item 1 in Figure 2.5) is a bridging system because it transfers energy from
the battery (item 2) to the engine compartment. If the battery is relocated to the engine
compartment, the length of the bridging system can be decreased.
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Figure 2.5: Battery Wiring Harness Mounted to Underside of Vehicle Body
2.2.6 Material Flow Restriction
The indicator material flow restriction describes components whose function is to
restrict a material flow. The restricting component should be marked with the indicator.
The primary function of a material flow restriction is to control the material flow in and
out of the system. This is common with enclosures, where the thickness of the enclosure
can be reduced to save mass.

For example, the headlight system is composed of

headlights (item 2 in Figure 2.6) and a headlight enclosure (item 1). The enclosure
prevents material (e.g., water, stones) from coming in contact with the headlights. The
enclosure may be removed and integrated with the fender assembly or optimized to
reduce mass.
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1

2

Figure 2.6: Headlight Assembly
2.2.7 Fastener
A fastener is a component that physically joins two or more other components
together. Removable fasteners can be replaced using other methods to affix components
together such as adhesives or welding. In correlation with DFM guidelines it is desirable
to eliminate all manual fastening [Boothroyd et al. 2002a; Finger and Dixon 1989;
Ullman 1997].
2.3 Lazy Parts Indication Method
The process for identifying lazy parts was developed to establish a consistent,
systematic method to locate mass reduction potential within a system. A template (Table
2.1) is developed to aid in the analysis process.
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Table 2.1: Lazy Part Evaluation Template

Positioning Feature

Duplicate Geometry

Fastener

Bridging System

Material Flow Restriction

Mass (g)

Estimated Mass Savings Per Part

Estimated Mass Savings Per Part (g)

STEP 5

Support for a Flexible, Non-Moving Part

STEP 1B

Rigid-to-Rigid Connection

STEP 4

Component Description

Part Index

STEP 1A

···

···

···

···

···

···

···

···

···

···

···

1
2
3
···

SUM

There are five major steps in this indication method:
2.3.1 Step 1: Select a Component for Review
Choose a component from a target system of interest and obtain its mass.
Designers analyzing a system can use the bill of materials or assembly structure as a
guideline for selecting individual components. To demonstrate this process, the vehicle’s
electrical system is selected as the target system. The component selected for review is
the ―positive battery cable guide‖ (see Figure 2.7). The mass of the component is
approximately 250 grams.
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Figure 2.7: Positive Battery Cable Guide
2.3.2 Step 2: Understand the Interactions of the Component
In this step, physical connections between the component and its surroundings are
identified. Since many of the indicators require knowledge of surrounding components,
this step is necessary to ensure that all of the indicators can be evaluated. If a component
is viewed independently, its interactions with other components cannot be fully
understood. In this example, the cable guide is attached to the underside of the vehicle
and the positive battery cable lies between the cable guide and the underside of the
vehicle (see Figure 2.8). The cable guide is attached to the body with screws at four
locations along its length. The cable guide also has several cable ties that secure the
battery cable to the guide before the guide is attached to the vehicle.
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vehicle underbody

cable guide

positive battery cable

Figure 2.8: Positive Battery Cable Guide Attached to the Underside of the Vehicle
2.3.3 Step 3: Understand the Functions of the Component
In this step the basic function(s) of the component must be determined. This step
aids in understanding the purpose of the individual component in the context of the target
system. The primary function of the cable guide is to attach the battery cable to the
vehicle body. The cable follows the specific shape of the body, which has several sharp
angles in this area. The cable guide ensures that the cable is secured close to the body,
following the specific geometry of the vehicle.
2.3.4 Step 4: Review the Component Using the Laziness Indicators
After understanding the component’s functions and interactions, the next step is to
evaluate the component against the seven indicators. The indicator checklist, shown in
Table 2.2, is used to assist in this process. The order in which indicators are evaluated
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does not influence the identification of laziness. The justification for each indicator is
presented:
Table 2.2: Indicator Checklist
Component Name: Positive Battery Cable Guide
No.

Indicators

Yes No

1

Rigid-to-Rigid Connection

Y

2

Support for a Flexible, Non-moving Part

Y

3

Positioning Feature

4

Duplicate Geometry

5

Bridging System

N

6

Material Flow Restriction

N

7

Fastener

N

N
Y

1. Rigid-to-rigid connection – YES. The guide is a rigid part that is rigidly attached
to the body; since the guide is the intermediate rigid component, it is marked with
the rigid-to-rigid indicator.
2. Support for a flexible, non-moving part – YES. The battery cable is a flexible part
that is not intended to move during vehicle operation. Therefore, the cable guide
is marked with this indicator.
3. Positioning feature – NO. The cable guide does not have any positioning features
because features on the part cannot be removed without affecting the performance
of the part. The cable guide itself is also not a positioning feature because, if
removed, the battery cable would not stay in place.
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4. Duplicate geometry – YES. The cable guide follows the contour of the vehicle
body and the battery cable, so the cable guide is marked with the duplicate
geometry indicator.
5. Bridging system – NO. The cable guide itself does not transfer any material or
energy.
6. Material flow restriction – YES. The cable guide may prevent foreign material
from contacting the battery cable, so it is marked as a material flow restriction.
7. Fastener – NO. The cable guide itself is not a fastener.
2.3.5 Step 5: Estimate Mass Percent Reduction
The indicator evaluation reveals potential for mass reduction. The final step is to
estimate the percentage of mass savings for each component with the options of 0%, 1%,
10%, 50%, and 100%. This step requires a quick estimate of the mass savings potential
and does not require redesign effort by the designer. The purpose of this step is to
recognize the fact that some lazy parts are identified because a small portion of the part
matches an indicator. The explanation of the different percentages is below.
Zero percent (0%) savings means no mass reduction is possible. Components with
no indicators have an estimate of zero percent mass savings.
One percent (1%) savings means a minimal mass reduction is possible. The fuel
tank assembly (Figure 2.3) has one percent mass reduction potential because the tab
represents a small portion of the overall mass of the entire assembly.
Ten percent (10%) savings means that a small but substantial amount of mass can be
removed.

The sound insulation discussed in Section 2.2.4 has the indicator
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duplicate geometry. It may be possible to eliminate the duplicate geometry by
integrating the sound insulation and body together into one part. This would allow
a protective layer of the insulation to be eliminated, leading to a savings on the
order of 10%.
Fifty percent (50%) savings means a larger portion of mass can be eliminated. The
cable guide discussed in this section shows strong potential for mass reduction
based on the indicators identified. If the battery cable did not follow the body’s
geometry as closely, then the guide may not be needed to hold the tight radii
achieved by the guide. A straighter path would also reduce the length of the cable,
making it more lightweight. Additionally, if the battery cable was less flexible, then
it would only need to be secure in a few locations, vastly reducing the size of the
cable guide. For these reasons, it is estimated that a 50% mass savings could be
achieved by redesigning parts of this system.
One hundred percent (100%) savings means the entire component can be
eliminated. Fasteners such as screws and clips are common examples because these
components should be completely removed and can be replaced with materials,
such as glue, in which the mass is small compared to the mass of the fastener.
2.4 Detailed Vehicle Evaluation
In the previous section, the concept of laziness is defined with respect to
automotive components and manufacturing processes and a systematic process is
presented for using laziness indicators to identify mass savings potential within a vehicle.
In this section, the laziness identification process is used to evaluate an entire vehicle to
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understand the benefits and limitations of the process. In addition, this work addresses
the overall goal of this research, which is reducing the weight of a vehicle produced by a
major automotive OEM.
2.4.1 Vehicle Evaluation Process
The OEM selected a specific vehicle for the laziness evaluation. The vehicle
model was chosen because it is manufactured locally, allowing access to the
manufacturing facility as well as engineers with expertise on the model. A specific
vehicle was chosen in order to narrow the scope of the evaluation to a single set of
customizable options instead of evaluating each option available for the particular model.
In order to establish the level of abstraction to evaluate the vehicle, the OEM provided
the vehicle’s bill of materials (BOM). The BOM consisted of individual parts as well as
subassemblies supplied to the facility by local and international suppliers. Each part in
the BOM was analyzed as a single entity instead of further breaking down the part into
individual components, allowing the entire vehicle to be evaluated within the project’s
time constraints.
Both a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model and physical parts were used to
complete the laziness evaluation. A CAD model of the entire vehicle was obtained from
the OEM and used as the first source of information about parts in the evaluation. The
CAD model allowed designers to see the interactions between the part and its
surroundings more easily than with a the assembled vehicle or at the manufacturing
facility. When CAD models did not provide enough information about a part, the parts
were analyzed at the manufacturing facility and discussed with engineers at the OEM.
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2.4.2 Laziness Evaluation Results
The evaluation of 98% of the vehicle’s mass was achieved through the
information sources described previously. Due to limitations of the OEM’s information
management system, additional sources of information must be identified to achieve the
remaining 2% of the mass. The following results assume that the unanalyzed parts do not
have any indicators or mass savings potential. The analysis has identified a potential
savings of approximately 114 kg, or 5.2% of the vehicle’s mass. The evaluation for a
selection of ten parts is shown in Table 2.3. Each part in the table has the indicators,
quantity per vehicle, mass, and estimated mass savings shown. For example, the third
item in the table, a bracket, has the indicators rigid-to-rigid connection and positioning
feature, a mass of 219 grams, an estimated savings of 50%, and a total savings estimate
of 110 grams per vehicle.
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Quantity per vehicle

Mass (g)

Estimated Mass Savings

Estimated Mass Savings per vehicle (g)
110

1

110

100%

110

1

220

50%

110

X

1

1080

10%

108

X

1

1080

10%

108

X

1

10300

1%

103

X

1

1000

10%

100

1

1000

10%

100

1

100

100%

100

1

100

100%

100

198

Wall Sealing

X

199

Bracket

X

200

Right
Stiffening
Plate

X

201

Left
Stiffening
Plate

X

202

Front Floor
Carpet

203

Support
Frame

204

Air Duct

205

Front
Bumper Trim

X

206

Fog Light
Trim

X

Material Flow Restriction

100%

Hex Screw

Bridging System

28

197

Fastener

4

Duplicate Geometry

Positioning Feature

Support For A Flexible, Non-Moving Part

Rigid-To-Rigid Connection

Description

Part Index

Table 2.3: Laziness Analysis of Selected Parts

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2.4.3 Indicator Frequencies
The number of times each indicator occurs in the vehicle, including duplicate
parts, is shown in Table 2.4. The results in Table 2.4 show parts in which at least the
associated indicator was identified. If a part had more than one indicator then its results
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are included in multiple rows in the table, thus the masses in the table do not sum to the
mass of the vehicle.

Indicators

Number of Parts With Indicator

Total Mass of Parts (kg)

Average Mass of Parts (kg)

Total Estimated Mass Savings (kg)

Percent Estimated Mass Savings

Estimated Mass Savings Per Part (g)

Table 2.4: Indicator Frequencies

Rigid-to-rigid connection

442

943.6

2.13

51.39

5%

116

Support for a flexible, non-moving part

71

297.6

4.19

8.22

3%

116

Positioning feature

134

459.7

3.43

17.91

4%

134

Duplicate Geometry

810

1098.9

1.36

83.52

8%

103

Fastener

249

44.2

0.18

17.25

39%

69

Bridging system

228

457.2

2.01

9.20

2%

40

Material flow restriction

310

822.1

2.65

32.21

4%

104

The duplicate geometry indicator was the most frequent indicator with 810 parts
identified and also had the highest total estimated mass savings of 83.5 kg. The duplicate
geometry parts include a mix of structural parts as well as trim, such as a rubber mat that
lines the inside of the storage compartment. If the estimated mass savings is looked at as
a percentage of the mass per part, then the fastener indicator has a higher percent
estimated mass savings of 39% compared to that of duplicate geometry which has the
second highest percent estimated mass savings of 8%. Ideally it is estimated that all
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fasteners can be nearly eliminated and therefore marked with an estimated mass savings
of 100%. Since the vehicle was analyzed in the state at which it arrives to the OEM
plant, some parts are received from the supplier with fasteners already attached to the
part. In this case the part would have the fastener indicator marked, but the part would
not be marked as 100% since the fastener only comprises a small portion of the part. The
indicator which produced the highest estimated mass savings per part was the positioning
feature indicator with an average savings of 134 grams per part. However, these high
estimates are driven by other indicators, such as duplicate geometry (combinations of
indicators are discussed in the next section). The least-used indicator is support for a
flexible, non-moving part, which is identified only 71 times and combines for a total
estimated mass savings of 8.22 kilograms.
2.4.4 Indicator Combinations
Fifty-six unique combinations of indicators were identified during the analysis of
the vehicle, sixteen of which occurred in ten or more parts, as shown in Table 2.5. The
values in the table are summed for parts with the exact set of indicators. The total
estimated mass savings column in the table represents the sum of the estimated mass
savings for the parts with the given indicator combination.

The mass savings is

calculated from the total mass of the part and the estimated percentage savings (1, 10, 50,
or 100%).
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Y

Y

7

Y

8

Y

9

Y

Y

10

Y

11

Y

Y

13

Y

14

Y

1.13

19.16

7%

79

192

14.4

0.08

11.07

77%

58

192

292.5

1.52

17.16

6%

89

172

99.2

0.58

1.73

2%

10

170

133.4

0.78

18.04

14%

106

66

75.4

1.14

6.83

9%

103

49

202.5

4.13

1.04

1%

21

42

162.7

3.87

8.66

5%

206

23

81.8

3.56

4.01

5%

174

Y

Y

22

35.5

1.61

0.92

3%

42

21

13.4

0.64

2.75

21%

131

19

8.7

0.46

0.96

11%

51

15

5.7

0.38

1.82

32%

122

14

11.0

0.79

2.35

21%

168

10

2.7

0.27

1.05

38%

105

10

2.4

0.24

0.16

7%

16

Y

Y
Y

Y

15

272.9

Y

Y
Y

242

Y
Y

12

Estimated Mass Savings Per Part (g)

Y

Percent Mass Savings of Total Mass

5

Total Estimated Mass Savings (kg)

Y

Average Mass of Part (kg)

4

Total Mass of Parts (kg)

Y

Number of Parts with Combination

Y

3

16

Material Flow Restriction

Y

2

6

Bridging System

Fastener

Duplicate Geometry

Y

Positioning Feature

Rigid-To-Rigid Connection

1

Support For A Flexible, Non-Moving Part

Combination

Table 2.5: Indicator Combinations and Mass Savings Potential – Exact Matches

Y

Y

Y

The greatest total mass savings comes from the combination of rigid-to-rigid
connection/duplicate geometry, which is indicated in 242 parts, having a total mass
savings of approximately 19 kilograms. The next greatest savings is in the duplicate
geometry/material flow restriction combination. The 170 parts with this combination can
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be reduced by an estimated 18 kilograms. The 192 parts marked only with duplicate
geometry can be reduced by a total of 17 kilograms. The fastener indicator identified a
potential mass savings of 77% or 11 kilograms from the identified 192 parts. The
remaining 40 combinations occurred in fewer than ten parts each, and have a total
potential savings of approximately 16 kilograms.
The mass savings per part is determined by dividing the estimated savings by the
number of parts with the given indicator combination. The highest estimated mass
savings on a per part basis resulted from the combination of rigid-to-rigid/positioning
feature/duplicate geometry.

The parts marked with this combination of indicators

resulted in an average estimated savings of 206 grams per part.
combinations

on

a

mass

savings

per

part

basis

is

The next closest

rigid-to-rigid/duplicate

geometry/material flow restriction and rigid-to-rigid/support for a flexible, non-moving
part/duplicate geometry, which have 174 and 168 grams of savings per part, respectively.
The indicator combinations shown in Table 2.6, include all parts identified with at
least the given indicator combination. For example Combination 1 (first row in Table
2.6) includes all parts which had the minimum indicators of rigid-to-rigid/duplicate
geometry identified, regardless of any additional indicators marked for the given part.
Combinations which appeared a minimum of twenty times are included in the table.
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Number of parts with combination

Total Mass of Parts (kg)

Average Mass of Part (kg)

Total Estimated Mass Savings (kg)

Percent Mass Savings of Total Mass

Estimated Mass Savings Per Part (g)

7%

113

238

305.9

1.29

27.30

9%

115

95

233.2

2.45

13.30

6%

140

58

372.0

6.41

14.35

4%

247

Y

48

179.8

3.74

10.64

6%

222

Y

43

54.6

1.27

7.56

14%

176

41

28.8

0.70

5.58

19%

136

Y

40

361.4

9.04

6.58

2%

165

Y

36

236.0

6.55

2.20

1%

61

Y

32

112.0

3.50

6.16

6%

192

31

266.3

8.59

5.10

2%

164

29

43.6

1.50

3.52

8%

122

Y

26

334.1

12.85

4.50

1%

173

Y

26

44.8

1.72

2.02

5%

78

26

29.1

1.12

5.02

17%

193

Y

20

15.4

0.77

2.83

18%

142

Y

20

15.4

0.77

2.83

18%

142

Y

3

Y

4

Y

Y

5

Y

Y

6

Y

7

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

9

Y

10

Y

11

Y

Y
Y

12

Y

Y

13

Y

14

Y

15

Y

16

Y

17

Y

Material Flow Restriction

40.06

Bridging System

1.64

Fastener

583.2

Y

2

8

355

Duplicate Geometry

Y

Positioning Feature

Rigid-To-Rigid Connection

1

Support For A Flexible, n-Moving Part

Combination

Table 2.6: Indicator Combination and Mass Savings Potential – Minimum Set

Y

Y
Y
Y

Parts that were marked with at least rigid-to-rigid connection/duplicate geometry
(Combination 1) appeared most frequently (355 times) in the vehicle analysis, resulting
in an estimated mass savings of approximately 40 kilograms. The second most frequent
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set of indicators was the duplicate geometry/material flow restriction indicators
(Combination 2). A total of 238 parts were marked with this combination of indicators
and an estimated 27 kilograms of mass savings. The next highest frequency of an
indicator combination was positioning feature/duplicated geometry, which appeared only
95 times with an estimated mass savings of 13 kilograms.

The rigid-to-rigid

connection/positioning feature combination appeared only 58 times but had that highest
estimated mass savings per part at 247 grams.
2.4.5 Mass Estimation Cross-Check
The mass reduction estimates are limited to the set of 0%, 1%, 10%, 50%, and
100% in an effort to provide consistency in these estimates. To test the consistency of the
mass savings estimate, a researcher who was previously involved in the early phase of the
project was asked to analyze nine parts and the results were compared to those obtained
by the research team. Table 2.7 shows the results from this cross check. Six of the nine
estimates are identical, with the original estimates being more conservative than the cross
check estimates. As shown in the table, two of the original estimates are 10% with the
cross check estimates being 50%. Another original estimate is 50% with the cross check
estimate being 100%. Since the estimates that differ each include a 50% estimate, each
party was asked to re-estimate using the set of 0%, 1%, 10%, and 100%, a strict
logarithmic scale. The estimates using this reduced set are shown in parenthesis in Table
2.7.
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Table 2.7: Mass Savings Estimate Cross Check

Part Index

Original Estimate
(revised estimate)

Cross Check Estimate
(revised estimate)

1

10%

10%

21

10%

50% (10%)

34

10%

50% (10%)

40

100%

100%

43

100%

100%

51

100%

100%

63

100%

100%

71

50% (100%)

100%

76

100%

100%

This analysis suggests that it is difficult for entry-level manufacturing engineers
to distinguish between 10% and 50% and between 50% and 100% when estimating mass
reduction. However, it is easier for entry-level manufacturing engineers to distinguish
between 10% and 100% because these values differ by an order of magnitude. Thus,
entry-level manufacturing engineers should use the reduced set to estimate mass
reduction. Expert designers employed by the OEM, however, may be able to use the
original set of estimates or a set with an even greater resolution.
2.4.6 Limitations of the Vehicle Laziness Evaluation
One of the limitations observed with the vehicle evaluation is the inability to
attribute the mass savings of a part to the indicator that directly influenced it. For a part
that has multiple indicators, the estimated mass savings for that part takes into account all
of the indicators and provides just one estimated mass reduction percentage. Since the
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percent estimated mass savings is aggregated among the indicators the data does not
clearly reveal which individual indicators are responsible for the mass savings.
The lazy parts analysis of the entire vehicle represents only the first phase of this
research in which the lazy parts method was developed and parts with potential mass
savings were identified. The next step includes redesigning several of the identified parts
in order to determine if the estimated mass savings for the vehicle can be realized. As the
redesign has yet to be conducted, the lazy parts method should currently only be used to
help guide designers towards parts with potential for mass savings.

Only after

redesigning many parts and comparing the actual savings to the estimated savings can
this tool’s ability to predict actual mass savings be properly assessed.
Another limitation of this method results from the lack of design information
available to the entry-level manufacturing engineers conducting the analysis. The actual
functionality or purpose of a part or feature on the vehicle may not be immediately
evident to an entry-level manufacturing engineer.

While the indicators are based

primarily on geometry and assembly of parts, the estimated mass savings requires a basic
understanding of the part. A part or feature may serve a function that is not clear to an
entry-level manufacturing engineer, such as crash safety, heat insulation, sound
insulation, or fulfilling government regulated requirements, making it more difficult to
realize the estimated savings.
2.4.7 Discussion of Vehicle Laziness Evaluation
The lazy part approach to lightweight vehicle engineering identified
approximately 5% or 114 kg of estimated mass savings potential in the entire vehicle.
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The target mass reduction for this project is approximately 3-5% of the entire vehicle.
Thus, about two-thirds of the potential savings identified by the laziness analysis must be
actually realized to meet the project goals.
The most promising combination of indicators includes rigid-to-rigid connections
and duplicate geometry. The 355 parts that have at least both of these indicators have an
estimated mass reduction of 40 kg, which is approximately one third of the potential
savings in the entire vehicle. Design guidelines can be developed to reduce rigid-to-rigid
connections and duplicate geometry from a design. These guidelines, however, may
contradict design for assembly principles, increasing the time and/or cost of the assembly
process.
The mass reduction estimates cross check indicates that mass reduction estimates
completed by entry-level manufacturing engineers are consistent when the estimates are
chosen from the set of 0%, 1%, 10%, and 100%. Entry-level manufacturing engineers
are less consistent when further distinctions exist. In future work, expert designers from
the OEM can provide mass estimates. These estimates can be cross checked in a similar
manner to determine if experts can consistently provide mass reduction estimates at a
higher resolution than entry-level manufacturing engineers. Moreover, the mass estimate
reduction percentages can be examined with respect to what type of redesign approach is
appropriate for each of the different lazy indicator combinations. This is reserved for
future research.
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2.5 Application of Lazy Part Indication Method
The LPIM is applied to an automotive component designed by the Clemson
University Deep Orange1 team in an effort to assist them in reducing mass in the design.
The Deep Orange team is a long term initiative of Clemson University's International
Center for Automotive Research (CU-ICAR)2 which challenges students to design,
develop, and prototype a new vehicle each year. The analysis and redesign of the part
provided by the Deep Orange team is described below.
2.5.1 Step 1: Select a Component to Analyze
The component chosen for analysis is the Generator Mounting Bracket (see
Figure 2.9). The part was chosen from a set of parts offered by the Deep Orange Team,
in an effort to reduce the weight of the component and ultimately reduce the weight of the
overall vehicle. In previous work, a complete vehicle analysis using the LPIM, the
combination of rigid-to-rigid and duplicate geometry indicators appeared most frequently
in the vehicle and were identified 242 times out of a total of approximately 1500 parts
[Caldwell et al.]. As a first step of validation of the LPIM and the estimated mass
savings, the generator mounting bracket was chosen for redesign because it was
identified as having this combination of indicators which appeared most frequently in the
full vehicle analysis. The current generator mounting bracket is made of 1023 carbon
steel and has a total mass of 3.2kg.

1
2

http://www.clemson.edu/media-relations/article.php?article_id=3111
http://www.cuicar.com/education/index.html
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Figure 2.9 Generator Mounting Bracket
2.5.2 Step 2: Interactions of the Component
In order to prepare for redesign, the interactions of the generator mounting
bracket with other components within the assembly must be identified. The interactions
between components are important to ensure that the redesign will not affect the other
components. An assembly model of the suspension sub frame (item 1), the generator
(item 2), the front mounting bracket (item 3), the internal combustion engine (ICE, item
4), and the generator mounting bracket (item 5) may be seen in Figure 2.10. The
generator mounting bracket attaches the generator to the front mounting bracket and the
ICE.
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4
2

5

1

3

Figure 2.10: Assembly Model of the Range Extender Unit
2.5.3 Step 3: Functions of the Component
The main function of the generator mounting bracket is to fix and secure the
generator to the suspension sub frame. A requirement deduced from the functionality of
the generator mounting bracket is the bracket must be strong enough as to not yield under
the weight of the generator.

The generator mounting bracket sees zero relative

displacement relative to the sub frame and the generator. This step is critical to ensuring
that the vehicle performance and/or sub-system performance not be compensate during
the redesign of the component or system.

The LPIM does not require extensive

knowledge of the functionality of the part, but some understanding supports the designer
in identifying features which are ―lazy’. During detailed redesign, the designer should
ensure that the redesign satisfies all requirements that may have been set during the
original design of the component.
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2.5.4 Step 4: Analysis Using Laziness Indicators
The LPIM was applied to the Generator Mounting Bracket and the indicators that
were identified are shown in Table 2.8.
Table 2.8 Laziness Indicators Identified
Component Name: Generator Mounting Bracket
Indicators
Yes No
Rigid-to-Rigid Connection
Y
Support for a Flexible, Non-moving Part
N
Positioning Feature
N
Duplicate Geometry
Y
Bridging System
N
Material Flow Restriction
N
Fastener
N
The indicators that were identified on the generator mounting bracket were rigidto-rigid connection and duplicate geometry. The justification for why each indicator was
or was not identified is described below:
Rigid-to-Rigid Connection- The generator mounting bracket serves as a rigid
component which attaches the generator to the sub frame. The generator mounting
bracket (item 1, see Figure 2.10) is a rigid component, which connects the generator
(item 2) to other rigid parts: front mounting bracket (item 3) and the ICE (item 4).
For this reason the indicator Rigid-to-Rigid was identified.
Support for a flexible Non-Moving Part- The generator is not a flexible piece and
therefore the mounting bracket is not identified with this indicator because it is not
supporting a flexible part.
Positioning Feature- The positioning feature indicator is reserved by definition for a
part that if removed would not disrupt the behavior of the system. In this case, if the
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generator mounting bracket were removed the generator would no longer be attached
to the sub frame.
Duplicate Geometry- The duplicate geometry indicator was identified because a
large portion of the surface area of the generator mounting bracket directly overlaps
the geometry of the generator and therefore the duplicate geometry indicator was
identified. The area of the bracket which overlaps the generator is highlighted in
Figure 2.11. Although the overlap will be difficult to completely eliminate there is
still potential to reduce it.

Figure 2.11 Duplicate Geometry
Fastener-The bracket itself is not a fastener.
Bridging System-The bracket does not transfer any material or energy.
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Material Flow Restriction-The bracket does not prevent any material from entering
or leaving.
2.5.5 Step 5: Estimate Mass Percent Reduction
This step of the LPIM requires that an estimated percent mass reduction be
determined for the component. The LPIM requires users to choose a mass reduction
percentage of 0%, 1%, 10%, 50%, or 100%. It has been shown to be difficult for novice
designers to differentiate between more precise mass reduction estimates [Caldwell et
al.]. For the generator mounting bracket, the estimated mass savings was chosen to be
10%. A 10% mass savings means that a "small but substantial" amount of mass can be
saved [Caldwell et al.]. In this case the overlapping geometry of the generator mounting
bracket is a small portion of the mass of the bracket but is still significant enough to
consider for mass reduction. The 10% mass reduction estimate was chosen for the
generator mounting bracket because reducing the duplicate geometry would reduce the
weight by 50% but would reduce it more than 1%.
2.5.6 Generator Mounting Bracket Redesign
The redesign of the generator mounting bracket (see Figure 2.12) focused on
addressing the Duplicate Geometry indicator.

To reduce the amount of duplicate

geometry between the mounting bracket and the generator the overlapping surface area
between the generator mounting bracket and the generator (see Figure 2.11) was
minimized.

The redesigned component reduces the mass and the surface area

overlapping between the bracket and the generator by approximately 12%. The percent
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mass savings and percent reduction in overlap of surface area are equal in this case do to
a uniform thickness in the area were the duplicate geometry was reduced.

Figure 2.12: Redesigned Generator Mounting Bracket
The rigid-to-rigid indicator which was identified by the LPIM is a necessary
feature in this design in order to span the physical gaps generated by the geometry of the
assembly. The generator must be located in a certain location in space so that a belt can
be attached between it and the ICE. Since the Deep Orange will be using an existing sub
frame, a unique bracket (in this case the generator mounting bracket) was required in
order to physically connect the generator to the sub frame. For this reason, the features of
the generator mounting bracket used to attach the bracket to the sub frame were not
altered. If the design was still in the conceptual phase, and the sub frame had not yet
been manufactured then, the rigid-to-rigid indicator could be addressed to further realize
the maximum mass savings from the component. The redesign reduced the mass of the
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original bracket from 3.2 kg to 2.8kg, by reducing the amount of duplicate geometry
(surface area) overlap between the parts. Table 2.9 summarizes the mass and surface area
between the original and the redesign.
Table 2.9: Mass and Surface Area of Generator Mounting Bracket

Original Design

Mass (kg)
3.2

Surface Area (m2)
0.106

Redesign

2.8

0.101

Difference

0.38 (12%)

0.005 (12%)

To ensure that the part would still satisfy the structural functionality, as identified
in Step 4 of the LPIM, a finite element analysis was used to compare the stresses of the
original part and the redesigned part. Since the features that attach the mounting bracket
to the sub frame were not altered, the model was simplified and only the "ring" which the
generator bolts to was analyzed. A force equivalent to the estimated weight of the
generator is distributed among the four bolt holes.

A zero displacement boundary

condition is applied in the upper right quadrant and the lower left quadrant on the outer
surface of the ring to simulate the points which connect the ring to the sub frame. To
ensure that the redesigned part would not fail, a larger force of 1,000 N was also applied.
The resultant stresses for the 1,000 N force (See Figure 2.13, Figure 2.14) and the
stresses for the 200 N forces showed a similar stress pattern while only the magnitude of
the stresses varied. With a 200 N the original bracket results in a maximum stress of
7.081E4 Pa and the redesigned bracket results in a maximum stress of 2.175E4 Pa.
Applying a 1000 N force to the original bracket produces a maximum stress of 3.5E5 Pa
while the redesigned bracket results in a maximum stress of 2.2E5 Pa, both well below
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the maximum yield stress of steel of 360 MPa. In this case, the relative values of stress
between the original and the redesigned bracket are more important than the absolute
values of stress to ensure the new bracket will satisfy the structural requirements as the
original bracket.
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Figure 2.13: Original Bracket with 1000 N Force, Max Stress=3.5E5 Pa

Figure 2.14: Redesigned Bracket with 1000 N Force, Max Stress= 2.2E5 Pa
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The following FEA details were used in modeling the generator mounting
bracket:
Abaqus/Standard 6.9-1 used
Dual Quad Core Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5405 @ 2.00GHz with 16 GB
Ram
Standard 8-node solid elements used, hourglass control, reduced integration
Material: Steel, E = 210E9 Pa, perfectly elastic behavior, ν= 0.3, ρ =7800 kg/m3
Boundary Conditions: Zero displacement boundary condition on top right and bottom
left quadrant of outer surface of the ring
2.5.7 Lazy Part Indication Method Application Results
The generator mounting bracket was analyzed using the LPIM and the results are
summarized in Table 2.10. The estimated mass savings, resulting from the LPIM, was
10% (0.32g) of mass. The redesign verified the potential for mass savings predicted by
LPIM, by redesigning the generator mounting bracket. The redesign resulted in a 12%
mass reduction from the original mass of the component. This 12% mass reduction was
attributed to the duplicate geometry indicator since the rigid-to-rigid indicator was
deemed necessary due to the physical gaps and geometric location requirements of the
system. The results verify that the LPIM mass estimate of 10% was a reasonable
estimate and a larger mass savings may be realized if the system allowed for the rigid-torigid indicator to be addressed.
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Material Flow Restriction

Bridging System

Mass (kg)
3.2

Actual Mass Savings from Redesign (kg)

Y

Fastener

Duplicate Geometry

Positioning Feature

Support for a Flexible, Non-Moving Part

Y

Estimated Mass Savings (kg)

Generator Mounting Bracket

Rigid-to-Rigid Connection

Part Name

Table 2.10 Generator Mounting Bracket LPIM Summary

0.32
(10%)

0.38
(12%)

To further validate the LPIM method and the estimated mass savings additional
components must be analyzed. The research presented in this paper is a first step in the
validation process, in which the LPIM was applied to a part to determine if the part is
lazy and the estimated mass savings, the part is then redesigned to determine if the
estimated mass savings could be realized. The LPIM serves as an attention directing tool
to point designers towards parts with mass savings potential. The LPIM currently does
not support the redesign process, rather the indicators provide designers with guidance on
which features of a part must be explored to achieve a mass reduction. As a larger
number of parts are analyzed and redesigned a future set of DfX [Boothroyd et al. 2002b;
Bralla; Kuo et al.; Poli], such as ―design for lightweight‖ or ―design for mass savings‖
may be developed to help guide the designer during the conceptual phase of a new
product design or during the redesign.
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2.6 Three Sub-Systems and Parts Identified through the Lazy Part Indication Method
A number of components were identified throughout the vehicle for potential
mass savings. The three assemblies that are chosen for analysis are:
the fuel tank assembly,
the CD changer assembly
the gear shifter assembly
These assemblies were chosen to represent three categories of systems or
components of the vehicle. The gear shifter assembly is located in the interior of the
vehicle and consists of primarily aesthetic and user interface requirements. The fuel tank
is an exterior assembly that is located on the outside of the vehicle and not immediately
visible to the customer. The CD changer is also an interior part, but belongs to the
category of interior vehicle body parts that serve as adapters to assemble the components
to the vehicle. Application of the LPIM to each of these different types of parts will help
to validate the breadth of application of this method to subsystems within the vehicle.
The results of the LPIM for each of these assemblies will be discussed in detail in this
section.
2.6.1 Lazy Parts Indication Method Results for the Gear Shifter Assembly
The gear shifter assembly is analyzed using the LPIM to determine potential for
mass savings. As the LPIM is a component based method for identifying parts with
potential mass savings the gear shifter assembly is decomposed to the component level
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and analyzed using the LPIM method. The results of the LPIM can be viewed in Table
2.11.
The emergency brake button (Part 1) is identified by the duplicate geometry,
bridging system, and material flow restriction indicators.

The duplicate geometry

indicator is identified because Part 1 has overlapping geometry with Part 2 and Part 4
when fully assembled. The material flow restriction indicator is marked because the
housing of the emergency brake button serves to keep the hardware of the emergency
button inside and to prevent other material from entering.
The gear shifter finisher (Part 2) is only identified with the material flow
restriction indicator. The finisher is identified by the material flow restriction indicator
because it serves as a finisher or cover for the gear shifter (Part 3). It is not identified by
the duplicate geometry because there is only a small overlap of surface area between the
finisher and any other component in the gear shifter assembly.
The gear shifter (Part 3) is identified by the duplicate geometry and material flow
restriction indicators. The duplicate geometry indicator is identified due to the large
amount of surface area overlapping between the gear shifter and the gear shifter frame
(Part 4). The material flow restriction indicator is identified because of the enclosure that
encompasses the gear shifter. This enclosure serves to keep hold the gear shifter subcomponents within it and to keep other materials such as debris out.
The gear shifter frame (Part 4) is identified by the Rigid-to-Rigid and duplicate
geometry indicators. The Rigid-to-Rigid indicator is identified because the gear shifter
frame is a rigid component that serves to connect the center console (a rigid component)
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to Parts 1, 2, and 3, which are also rigid components. Ideally these components would
connect directly to the center console and not to an intermediate rigid component.
Although, the Rigid-to-Rigid component is often identified for sheet metal bracket, this is
an example of a more complex non-metal component being identified by the Rigid-toRigid indicators. The gear shifter frame is also identified by the duplicate geometry
indicator because of the overlapping geometry between the gear shifter frame and Parts 1,
2, and 3.
The gear shifter assembly finisher (Part 5) is the final cover that is placed over the
gear shifter after full assembly. The purpose of the gear shifter assembly is to cover the
other components of the assembly, and prevent any dirt, debris, or other items from
falling into the gear shifter assembly and for this reason is identified with the material
flow restriction indicator.
Parts 6-9 are the different types and quantities of fasteners that are used to
assemble the different components of the gear shifter. All of the fasteners were identified
only by the fastener indicator because these parts themselves are the fasteners. The
fastener indicator is reserved for parts that are fasteners and should not be used to identify
parts which may be assembled by means of fasteners.
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4

1

3

Y
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Estimated Mass Savings (%)
Estimated Mass Savings (g)

Y

Mass (g)

Y

Material flow restriction

2

Bridging systems

Y

Fastener

Duplicate geometry

Positioning features

Support for a flexible, nonmoving part

Rigid-to-Rigid Connection

Image

Part Number

Table 2.11: LPIM Results for Gear Shifter Assembly

Lazy Part Indicators

Y
Y
83
10
8.3

Y
40
1
0.4

Y
1020
1
10.2

310

10

31

1

2
Estimated Mass Savings (g)

Y
132
10
13.2

6
Y
40
100
40

7
Y
40
100
40

8
Y
30
100
30

9

Y

50

100

50

3

4

62

4
Bridging systems

Fastener

Duplicate geometry

Positioning features

Support for a flexible, nonmoving part

Rigid-to-Rigid Connection

Image

Estimated Mass Savings (%)

5

Mass (g)

12

Material flow restriction

3
Part Number

Table 2.11: LPIM Results for Gear Shifter Assembly

3

2
4

Lazy Part Indicators

5

5

The LPIM resulted in an estimated 223 grams (13%) of potential mass savings.
For this system, a large amount of the estimated mass savings potential is attributed to the
reduction or elimination of fasteners.

The fasteners were estimated at 100% mass

reduction since fasteners should be reduced as much as possible unless there is a need for
a large holding force or in order to ease disassembly. The fasteners could be replaced by
clips, snap fits, or welded (depending on the material) to reduce the number of fasteners
in the assembly.
2.6.2 Lazy Parts Indication Method Results for the CD Changer Assembly
Using the LPIM the CD Changer Assembly is analyzed for potential mass
savings. The CD Changer Assembly consists of the CD Changer Bracket (CDCB, Part 1
Table 2.12), the CD changer (Part 2), and six bolts (Parts 3 and 4). The CD Changer
Assembly is chosen for analysis because it is considered a modular part since it is shared
among multiple vehicle models and families. The CDCB is the component that is used to
adapt the common CD Changer to a specific vehicle. The CD changer assembly is
chosen to demonstrate application of the LPIM on a modular part.
The CDCB is identified by the Rigid-to-Rigid and the Duplicate Geometry
indicators. The Rigid-to-Rigid indicator is identified because the CDCB connects the CD
Changer to the instrument panel carrier, which are all rigid components. Brackets similar
to the CDCB, were the most evident types of Rigid-to-Rigid connections observed in the
vehicle. The brackets often served little performance functionality, and are most often
used to physically connect to rigid components. The Duplicate Geometry indicator is
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also identified for the CDCB because of the overlapping surface area with the CD
Changer.
The CD Changer is only identified with the material flow restriction indicator.
The CD Changer has a metal casing surrounding it that holds all the internal hardware of
the CD Changer and also serves to keep other materials out. Duplicate Geometry is not
identified on the CD Changer because the amount of surface area overlapping with the
CDCB is minimal relative the surface area of the CD Changer.
The fasteners (Parts 3 and 4) are used to attach the CDCB to the CD Changer and
then attach the subassembly to the instrument panel carrier. First, four fasteners are
inserted (two on each side, Part 4) through the CDCB and into the CD Changer to secure
the CDCB to the CD Changer. Then, two fasteners (Part 3) are used to secure the CDCB
and CD Changer to the IP Carrier. All the fasteners were identified with only the
fasteners indicator because by definition the fastener indicator is used to identify
fasteners.
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1

3

Y

http://realoem.com accessed on October 21, 2010
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2
Estimated Mass Savings (g)

Y

Estimated Mass Savings (%)

Y

Mass (g)

Material flow restriction

Bridging systems

Fastener

Duplicate geometry

Positioning features

Support for a flexible, nonmoving part

Rigid-to-Rigid Connection

Image3

Part Number

Table 2.12: LPIM Summary for CD Changer
Lazy Part Indicators

120
100
120

1500
0
0

3
Y
20
100
20

4
Y
40
100
40

2.6.3 Lazy Parts Indication Method Results for the Fuel Tank Assembly

The fuel tank is the third assembly chosen for analysis using the LPIM. The fuel
tank assembly is chosen to represent the group of components that are part of the exterior
of the vehicle and are not immediately visible to the customer during everyday use.
The fuel tank (Part 1, Table 2.13) is identified by the position feature, duplicate
geometry, and material flow restriction indicators. The positioning feature indicator is
marked because of the small honeycomb feature at the center of the fuel tank. The
honeycomb feature is used during the assembly of the fuel tank to the vehicle (discussed
in detail in Section 3.8.3), until the more permanent tension straps (Part 2) are secured.
This indicator is marked for the fuel tank because by definition after full assembly this
feature could be removed and the performance of the vehicle would not be affected. The
duplicate geometry indicator is marked because of the overlapping surface area between
the fuel tank and the underbody of the vehicle. The material flow restriction indicator is
identified because the fuel tank is an enclosure that retains the fuel for the vehicle and
keeps other material out.
The tension straps (Part 2) were identified with the Support for a flexible, nonmoving part indicator. This indicator is identified because the tension straps hold the
flexible non-moving part (the fuel tank) in position. The tension straps are the
components that support the flexible non-moving part and therefore are marked with the
indicator, but the fuel tank is not.
The guard brackets (Part 3 and Part 4) were identified by the Rigid-to-Rigid and
duplicate geometry indicators. The guard brackets are rigid components that secure the
underbody covers to the vehicle body and therefore the Rigid-to-Rigid indicator is
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marked. The duplicate geometry indicator is marked as the guard brackets are in close
proximity with the fuel tank and have a similar geometry. The geometry of the bracket
has been design to fit very closely to the shape of the fuel tank.
Parts 5-7 are fasteners that are used throughout the assembly of the fuel tank. All
of the fasteners are identified by the Fasteners indicator and have an estimated mass
savings of 100%, to try to eliminate as many fasteners are possible.
Table 2.13: LPIM Summary for the Fuel Tank Assembly
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Mass (g)

Estimated Mass Savings (%)

Estimated Mass Savings (g)

Y

Bridging systems

Y

Fastener

Y

Material flow restriction

2

Duplicate geometry

1

Positioning features

Support for a flexible, nonmoving part

Rigid-to-Rigid Connection

Image

Part Number

Indicators

Y

14100

1

141

3140

10

314

4

5

Estimated Mass Savings (%)
Estimated Mass Savings (g)

3
Y
Y
135
10
13.5

4
Y
Y
140
10
14

www.realoem..com accessed on October 21, 2010
www.realoem.com accessed on October 21, 2010
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Material flow restriction

Bridging systems

Fastener

Duplicate geometry

Positioning features

Support for a flexible, nonmoving part

Rigid-to-Rigid Connection

Image

Mass (g)

Part Number

Table 2.13: LPIM Summary for the Fuel Tank Assembly
Indicators

54
Y
40
100
40

65
Y
5
100
5

Table 2.13: LPIM Summary for the Fuel Tank Assembly

Estimated Mass Savings (%)

Estimated Mass Savings (g)

Material flow restriction

Bridging systems

Fastener
Y

Mass (g)

76

Duplicate geometry

Positioning features

Support for a flexible, nonmoving part

Rigid-to-Rigid Connection

Image

Part Number

Indicators

40

100

40

2.7 Conclusion
The Lazy Part Identification Method is an attention directing tool for identifying
systems with potential mass savings. The seven laziness indicators primarily require
knowledge of the geometry and physical interactions among vehicle parts, allowing
entry-level manufacturing engineers to quickly analyze complex mechanical systems
without knowing all of the details about the functionality of the system. However, some
components identified as lazy cannot be altered due to functionality or purpose unknown
to the designer. For this reason, parts with high mass reduction potential must undergo
further analysis by an expert designer to realize the mass savings.
6

www.realoem.com accessed on October 21, 2010
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By formally capturing laziness information in a database, a user will be able to
easily query systems based on indicators found and/or mass savings potential. Based on
the results from a complete system analysis, a designer can prioritize systems that require
further analysis.
The systematic process using laziness indicators to analyze each part within the
automotive vehicle successfully helps designers identify lazy parts. Approximately 1100
parts in the vehicle have at least one indicator of laziness, suggesting potential for mass
reduction. These parts can be modified or redesigned to eliminate the lazy aspects,
reducing the weight of the parts. Preliminary application of this method and the vehicle
analysis with the OEM at a reverse engineering workshop reveals that the principles and
mass estimates show good promise of being achieved through redesign of individual
components and systems. However, the proprietary nature of the workshop prohibits the
presentation of this information at this time and will be reported in future publications.
Future work includes consideration of these suggestions by the OEM and redesign of the
parts for current and/or future vehicle models.
The Lazy Part Identification Method focuses on geometric and assembly
relationships among components, and thus shows potential for a fully automated firstpass analysis based on geometric and assembly models. Existing computer-aided design
(CAD) models provided by the OEM may be parsed with feature-recognition tools that
can identify these indicators. In addition, as laziness data is collected and analyzed, it
may be possible to estimate mass savings based on the part’s indicators alone. Mass
savings estimates for each part based on each indicator will be used to develop a model
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that predicts the mass savings for each part, eliminating the need for designers to estimate
mass savings.
The components with high mass reduction potential will be presented to the OEM
and further evaluated to determine the tradeoffs between redesign effort, the effect on the
assembly process, and the mass savings potential. Future work will also include redesign
of a subset of the identified parts chosen by the OEM with the goal realizing the
estimated mass savings from the Lazy Parts Identification Method. To identify parts
from the OEM to redesign, an opportunity to participate in an assembly workshop to
physically handle and suggest a set of parts for redesign based on the LPIM.
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Chapter Three
ASSEMBLY TIME SAVINGS WORKSHOP: AN OEM CASE STUDY
The focus of this workshop is to reduce the assembly time of a next generation
automotive vehicle, currently in the development phase, by studying the assembly
process of a model currently in the production phase of the product evolution process
(PEP) (See Figure 3.1). In order to increase the profit of a company, the OEM focuses on
reducing assembly time of a vehicle. The workshop was planned for the development
phase of a future vehicle successor model before any firm design decisions had been
made. In this case, it is held within the first two years of development of the new
product.

Figure 3.1: Vehicle Evolution Process (Adapted from [Weber 2009])
The workshop was organized to be completed during a consecutive eight week
period. The design of the new vehicle would begin with a set of selected ―backbone‖
parts from the old vehicle. The ―backbone‖ parts, also referred to as platform parts, - are
the parts that would remain the same and be carried over from the current model to the
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future model. The remaining parts would be completely designed from scratch. This
gave the workshop the opportunity to identify assembly time savings in the ―backbone‖
parts, which could be immediately applied to the parts and assembly processes of the
current vehicle, as well as design knowledge for the new parts of the successor vehicle.
The parts that were not labeled as ―backbone‖ parts would still be evaluated and used to
form ideas and guidelines which would be given to designers to use while creating the
parts for the new vehicle.
3.1 Workshop Preparation
To increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the workshop a number of
preparation steps were undertaken. Since the OEM sent many employees from North
America to Europe to participate in the workshop, the workshop needed to be organized
and prepared to minimize the amount of time the employees would be away from the
workplace. First, the workshop organizer determined an eight week time period for the
workshop to take place and ensured attendance by any necessary personnel.

The

organizer was required to contact and arrange approval for transportation of any
associates involved as well as retrieving security clearance to enter the research and
development facility. Since the associates attending the workshop varied from week to
week, it was the organizers responsibility to reintroduce the workshop and to help focus
the associates on the type of improvements that the team is looking for.
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3.2 Workshop Timing
The eight week workshop took place in the fall 2009. The implementation and
usefulness of the workshop results for the next generation vehicle development requires
the workshop to take place during the conceptual stage of the future vehicle design
process. The timing of the workshop in the vehicle development process should come
before any firm design decisions have been made on the vehicle. It is more costly to
implement design changes as the product approaches full production (see Figure 3.2) and
it is difficult to convince a designer to change a design or component that is currently
fulfilling its intended function.

Figure 3.2: Cost of Engineering Changes at Different Stages of the Development
Process7
If this workshop is implemented in the beginning of the design process, during the
conceptual phase, the information gained from the teardown can be used to help guide the

7

http:// www.iti-global.com/education/articles/SimLedDev.htm, 2010.05.26
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designers in creating more assembly friendly components before the detailed design or
prototyping phases.
3.3 Workshop Location
The location of the workshop was crucial in order for the teardown to be
successful. The workshop was located in main research and development (R&D) facility
of the OEM. In the R&D facility, the team had access to all tools necessary for teardown
and assembly of the vehicle. The team also had access to other vehicles which were in
various phases of prototyping. The reason the R&D facility was chosen for the workshop
was it allowed for the group of designers, assembly planners, assembly associates, line
supervisors, lean process experts, and time analysts to work concurrently on the goal of
reducing assembly time. The OEM wanted to ensure that the actual people assembling
the vehicles at the plant (assembly associates) had a chance to share their points of view
directly with the designers and planners responsible for the vehicle. This also allowed for
the workshop to receive a quick turnaround on questions concerning part functionality or
purpose. For example, if the team felt that a part was unnecessary and did not understand
the reasoning for it, it could ask for advice from the designers or the assembly planner as
to why it was made that way whether it fulfills a functional requirement or it is strictly for
assembly purposes.
3.4 Workshop Participants
The workshop team consisted of associates from the U.S. manufacturing plant and
associates from the German research and development facility. The team was broken up
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into two parts: the core team and the extended team. The core team was directly involved
in the workshop while the extended team was called in as needed for further expertise.
The organization of the team (Figure 3.3) includes both core team members directly
connected to the inner circle and the extended team found at the outer circle.

Designer

Line
Associate
(1 week
intervals)

Lean
Process
Expert

Quality
Engineer
(2 week
intervals)
Competitive
Vehicle
Disassembly
Associate

Workshop
Organizer

Line
Supervisor
Week 4-8

Core Team
Time
Analyst
(2 week
intervals)

Clemson
Graduate
Student

Line
Supervisor
Week 1-4

Research
Department

Assembly
Planner

Figure 3.3: Team Organization
The team members and their respective roles in the workshop are discussed
below:
Time Analyst (TA) - This team member analyzed all of the parts and suggested solutions
to determine estimated assembly time for the existing part and the estimated time
savings if the redesign idea is implemented
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Lean Process Expert (LPE) - This member of the team was asked to generate ideas and
solutions for time savings with the focus on product redesign.
Line Associate (LA) - The line associate was the assembly expert in the sense that he/she
was a trained assembly associate with years of experience in assembling parts on the
vehicle. This line associate was important in the fact that he/she had knowledge of the
assembly process of the vehicle, and the difficulties in the assembly process. The line
associate participating changed depending on which part of the vehicle was being
assembled; each line associate participated in the section of the workshop pertaining to
their assembly area.
Line Supervisor (LS) - The line supervisor served as a leader for the team members
from the manufacturing plant. The line supervisor was asked to support during the
assembly process and often had a broader view of the entire assembly process than the
line associate.
Clemson Graduate Student (CUGS) - The Clemson student was an active participant in
the workshop and immersed himself in order to study the daily activities. The student
was involved in another OEM project focused on mass reduction. This workshop
presented the opportunity to apply the developed method. The student participated as
a member of the core team and was present for the consecutive eight week workshop.
Quality Engineer (QE) - The quality engineer provided insight into current quality
issues that the vehicle is facing, and possible quality issues that could arise with
suggested redesign.

The quality engineer was also knowledgeable in the safety

regulations pertaining to the vehicle.
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Assembly Planner (AP) - This member served as a reference for information regarding
the specific assembly information of parts. This member would often be able to
provide information on why a part or feature is needed for assembly purposes.
Workshop Organizer (WO) - This member kept the entire team focused and headed in
the same direction. The workshop organizer was in charge of organizing meetings,
planning the workshop, planning the time schedule for the workshop, and served as the
overall spokesperson for the project. The workshop organizer was also required to
gather any necessary equipment and tools that would be required for the vehicle build.
Designer (D) - This individual is specifically responsible for a set of components within
the vehicle.

It is his/her responsibility to understand all the function needs and

requirement for a component and design a part which meets these needs.
Research and Development Department (R&D) - The research and development
department helps to analyze the validity of suggested solutions and to test against other
current products on the market. If the suggestion solutions to a problem are accepted
as plausible, the research and development team will analyze the parts to determine if
they meet all given specifications and pass information along to the designer for the
redesign of the parts.
Competitive Vehicle Disassembly Associate (CDA) - This associate was assigned to
help disassemble the competitive vehicle as the core team needed. The complete
competitor vehicle was not disassembled, rather if the core wanted to compare a
component or system they would ask this associate to disassemble the competitive
vehicle to a state where the components could be viewed and analyzed.
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The participation of the various associates from the core team in the workshop is
summarized in Table 3.1. The assembly process is split up by bands which represent a
section of the assembly process. Takts are the individual stations that comprise a band. A
total of eight assembly associates were involved in the workshop, yet no more than two
were present at any given time. It is important to note that there were only a few
participants that were involved in the entire workshop. This often caused a lapse in
understanding the focus of the workshop and thus extra time spent to clarify.
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Table 3.1: Associate Participation in Workshop
WK 1

WK 2

WK 3

WK 4

WK 5

WK 6

WK 7

WK 8

Band

STM

20-21

30

40-43

44

47-48

MTR

50-63

Number of Takts

31

26

21

52

39

57

N/A

52

Assembly Associate 1
Assembly Associate 2
Assembly Associate 3
Assembly Associate 4
Assembly Associate 5
Assembly Associate 6
Assembly Associate 7
Assembly Associate 8
Time Analyst 1
Time Analyst 2
Quality Engineer 1
Quality Engineer 2
CU Graduate Student
Line Supervisor 1
Line Supervisor 2
Lean Process Expert
Assembly Planner
Workshop Organizer

3.5 Workshop Equipment and Tools
In preparation for the start of the workshop a number of equipment and tools must
be acquired. This list includes:
Computer with Projector/Large Monitor –The computer is used to record all
information directly into an electronic spreadsheet. The projector/monitor would be
used to display all information in the database during the workshop and during the
actual assembly of the vehicle.

The monitor is used to display real time part

drawings, database results, and for presentations purposes. The monitor allows the
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entire group to view the same material at the same time allowing more opportunity
for collaboration on the parts.
Numbered Sticker Labels - The numbered stickers are used to trace each part which is
identified for improvement. The sticker is placed directly on the part and the pictures
are taken while the part is on the vehicle or before it is assembled depending which
provide a better visualization of the suggested improvement. The sticker number also
serves as the primary key for the part in the database so that consistency is maintained
between the pictures and the data (See Figure 3.4).

Numbered Sticker
Label for Process
Step #76

Figure 3.4: Numbered Sticker Label
Camera – The camera is used to document visual evidence of the parts in question as
well as parts from competitive vehicles for comparison.
Mechanical Tools-This includes all necessary for assembly including but not limited to
screwdrivers, ratchets, power tools, or hammers.
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3.6 Workshop Documentation
All of the results are recorded in a spreadsheet for documentation (see Table 3.2).
Each column of the spreadsheet represents a different suggested part and the rows
represent information that is populated for each part. A number of different participants
in the workshop were required to populate data to be entered into the spreadsheet.
Table 3.2: Spreadsheet Entry (Not Actual)
Field

Data Type

Example

Owner

ID Number

Unique ID

1

Any

Process Number

Integer

123456

Any

Part Name

Text

Steering Wheel

Any

Classification

Text

Interior

Any

Vehicle Location

Text

Front Right

Any

Current Assembly
Difficulties

Text

Aligning the steering wheel onto the
steering column

Any

Improvement Ideas

Text

Add a locating feature for alignment

Any

Number of parts per vehicle

Integer

1

Any

Current Assembly Time

Integer (s)

33

TA

Redesigned Part Estimated
Assembly Time

Integer (s)

20

TA

Time Savings

Integer (s)

13

TA

Designer Responsible

Text

J. Smith

D

Designer Feedback

Text

D

3.7 Workshop Process
The vehicle would be completely disassembled to the component or assembly
level as it arrives to the manufacturing plant prior to the workshop starting. The vehicle
would then be assembled in the same assembly sequence as conducted at the assembly
plant, including any subassemblies required. The OEM sent the line associates and line
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supervisors responsible for each section of the assembly line for their respective portion
of the workshop. For instance, during the engine assembly phase of the workshop, the
engine assembly line section leader, and an engine assembly associate was selected to
participate in this phase workshop. The associate would assemble the components they
are responsible for, paying close attention to try to mimic the actual assembly process as
closely as possible.

There were some limitations in the fact that the research and

development facility did not have all of the automation equipment and fixtures that the
plant had and it would be far too costly to replicate these or shut down the line to use
them for the workshop. As the line associate assembled one part at a time, the team
would closely monitor and scrutinize the assembly process used to assemble the part onto
the vehicle. The line associate would explain to the team what difficulties they may
experience in assembling the part and the team relays information back to the associate
on what they believe are possible problems. The team may ask the line associate to
remove and reassemble the part as many times as deemed necessary to gain a clear
understanding of the assembly process. At this point, the entire team discusses the
problem and possible solutions.

If a simple prototype of the suggested solution is

possible (such as removing a clip), the part would be altered or removed and the effect on
the vehicle would be briefly tested, similar to the subtract and operate technique [Otto
and Wood]. The plausible solutions would be documented and pictures of the part would
be taken. Each part identified for potential assembly time savings was labeled with a
number, and the documentation for that part was recorded in accordance to the
numbering system. As soon as discussions for the part were completed, the time analyst
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team would conduct a DfA analysis for the part using the OEM in house computer
assisted time studies tool. A time analysis for the current assembly process is then
compared to the analysis of the suggested solution. For example, if the suggestion was to
eliminate one of the five screws for a part, then an analysis for the part would be
conducted for five screws and then conducted again for the same part with only four
screws. The results of the time analysis are recorded and the difference between these
numbers is populated, since this difference is the actual projected time savings for the
part
At this point, meetings were set up for the designers responsible for the parts to
view the results found by the team. During the workshop some designers attended during
the week that the parts they were responsible for were being assembled and others came
weeks later. This unstructured interaction with the designers forced the core team to
deduce the intended function of a feature or component. Ideally the designer would be
present at the workshop in order to provide immediate support to the core team about the
functionality of the component or feature. This will be discussed in more detail in a later
section.
As the parts are discussed with the designer, the designer is expected to either
agree that further investigation and analysis of the part should be conducted or provides a
reason as to why the part cannot be changed. This reason can vary from a variety of
things including safety, functionality, and regulation (government, internal, country, etc).
The rationale or comments that the designers give are also recorded in the database. The
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procedure that was followed along with the team member(s) responsible to complete each
activity is summarized in Figure 3.18.
3.8 Three Sub-Systems and Parts Identified through Assembly Time Savings Workshop
Approximately 500 assembly components with assembly time reduction potential
were identified from the assembly time savings workshop.

In this chapter, three

subassemblies are selected to demonstrate the range of components and insights gained
from the assembly time savings workshop. The identification and suggested redesign for
the gear shifter subassembly, the fuel tank assembly, and the CD changer assembly will
be discussed in detail.
3.8.1 Gear Shifter Subassembly
The gear shifter enters the BMW manufacturing plant in Spartanburg, SC from
the supplier as five unassembled components (see Figure 3.5).

2

4

3

1

Figure 3.5: Gear Shifter Assembly
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5

For clarification the part number and part name of the components are provided in
Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Gear Shifter Parts and Part Numbers
Part
Number

Part Name

1

Electronic Emergency Break

2

Emergency Break and Gear Shifter Finisher

3

Gear Shifter

4

Gear Shifter Frame

5

Gear Shifter Assembly Finisher

The gear shifter is assembled in a two stage process. In the first stage, Parts 1-4
are assembled at a line side pre-assembly station. Line side indicates that the parts are
assembled in a station that is parallel to the main assembly line and not a direct part o fthe
main vehicle assembly line (see Figure 3.6). In stage 2 the subassembly is assembled
into the center console on the main vehicle assembly line. A diagram of the assembly
line and the Pre-assembly station is presented in Figure 3.6. An operator works in the
pre-assembly area facing the main assembly line. The components of the gear shifter are
located in component storage boxes to the left and behind the operator. The BIW is
attached to an adjustable height fixture that travels along the conveyor. As each BIW
reaches the Pre-Assembly area, the completed gear shifter sub-assembly from stage 1 is
attached to the center console.
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Conveyor Motion Direction

Body In White (BIW) 1

BIW 2

BIW 3

Storage Tray
Vehicle Assembly Line
Fixture
2

Fixture
1

CSB
Operator

Operator Viewing
Direction

Component Storage Box (CSB)

Pre-Assembly area

Figure 3.6: Gear Shifter Assembly Line Layout
In Stage 1 of the gear shifter assembly process Parts 1-4 are sub assembled in the
Pre-Assembly area shown in Figure 3.6. Part 1 is assembled to Part 2 by four screws,
which drive through a clearance hole in Part 1 and into a tapped hole on the inside of Part
2 (see Figure 3.7). Part 3 is raised up through Part 4 and attached by three screws (See
Figure 3.8). Then, the Sub-Assembly (Part 1+ Part 2) is attached to Sub-Assembly 2
(Part 3+ Part 4) by four screws. The finished Sub-Assembly 3 (Part 1+ Part 2+ Part 3+
Part 4), of stage 1, is then inserted into the center console and fastened with five bolts.
Part 5 is the ―finisher‖ and serves to cover all of the previously assembled parts and is
attached by a series of snap fits located on the outer perimeter of the finisher and snap
directly into the center console.
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Figure 3.7: Gear Shifter Assembly of Part 1 to Part 2

Figure 3.8: Gear Shifter
The gear shifter assembly is identified by the assembly time savings workshop
due to the number of components assembled to each other and the large number of
fasteners needed. A total of 16 fasteners are required to assemble the gear shifter
subassembly in stage 1 (not including assembly to the center console).
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Using the

Boothroyd and Dewhurst assembly time estimation method [Boothroyd], the assembly
time of the gear shifter subassembly in Stage 1 is approximately 105 seconds. The details
of the DfA process time estimates are included in Table 3.4.

2.4
3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

Subassembly 3 - Subassembly 1 & 2
Remove Subassembly 1 from fixture
Place Subassembly over part 3
Align and Snap Subassembly 1 over
part 3
Snap Subassembly 1 into part 3
Fasten Subassembly 1 to Part 4 with 4
screws
Remove Subassembly 3 from fixture

1
1
4

00
00
01

1.13
1.13
1.43

00
00
92

1.5
1.5
5

30.98
2.63
2.63
25.72

33.06
9.18

1
1

00
00

1.13
1.13

00
00

1.5
1.5

36.34
2.63
2.63

33.9
7.8

3

01

1.43

02

2.5

11.79

26.1

3

01

1.43

92

5

19.29

1
1

00
00

1.13
1.13

00
00

1.5
1.5

37.24
2.63
2.63

1

00

1.13

30

2

3.13

1

00

1.13

30

2

3.13

4

01

1.43

92

5

25.72

1

00

1.13 00
1.5
Total Process Time

2.63
104.56

BMW (s)

Op Time (s) (DfA)

2.3

Insertion Time

Subassembly 2-Parts 3 and 4
Place part 3 into fixture
Place part 4 onto fixture
Hand start 3 screws using
ratcheting screw driver
Fasten 3 screws using Battery gun

Insertion Code

2
2.1
2.2

Handling Time

Subassembly 1-Parts 1 and 2
Insert 2 into fixture
Insert 1 onto 2 in fixture
Insert 4 screws

Handling Code

1
1.1
1.2
1.3

Number of Items

Description

Task

Table 3.4: Shifter Subassembly Process Time

23.88

38.28

29.28

9
105.24

The time estimated from the DfA analysis is compared with internal BMW time
studies as a validation check. The BMW process time listed on the process planning
sheets lists the assembly time for this process to be 105 seconds. The estimated assembly
time calculated from the Boothroyd and Dewhurst assembly time estimation method is
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within 99% of the actual BMW process time for the gear shifter assembly process. The
validation of the estimation method allows the redesigned part to be analyzed for
assembly time and is considered an acceptable assembly time estimate using the DfA
analysis. The DfA time estimates method will be further validated as an acceptable time
estimate as the parts identified by the time savings workshop are discussed in detail.
Comparing the DfA method to BMW process times validates the methods ability to
estimate assembly time and supports the use of the DfA method as an acceptable means
for accurately analyzing a redesigned part for assembly time.
The eleven screws used to assemble the gear shifter assembly (not including
attaching to the center console) account for approximately 83 seconds or 79% of the total
assembly time. Based on the DfA guidelines [Boothroyd], the reduction of fasteners in
this assembly process clearly demonstrates the assembly time savings potential. This
assembly time reduction overlaps both DfA guidelines of reducing the number of
fasteners and reducing the part count [Boothroyd]. The reduction in part count may
provide additional benefits such as eliminating a supplier, elimination of a part number,
and reducing the required line space as well others which may not be clear at the current
time.
A suggested redesign to decrease the number of fasteners and in turn reduce the
assembly time is to use longer screws which would pass through multiple parts and
assemble the gear shifter components in a ―sandwich‖ style.

The sandwich style

assembly (Figure 3.9) demonstrates the concept of using a bolt that drives through the top
two parts and fastens into the bottom tapped part. The top part and the middle part have
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clearance holes for the bolt to run through and the bolt tightens to the bottom part leaving
the middle part ―sandwiched‖ between the top and bottom parts.

Clearance Holes
Sandwiched Part
Tapped Part

Figure 3.9: Model of a “Sandwich” Assembly
Assembling the shifter frame and associated components in a ―sandwich‖ style
assembly so that Parts 1-3 are attached to Part 4 by four screws, reduces the number of
fasteners from eleven screws to four screws, and reduces the assembly time by 45
seconds by eliminating the screw handling and insertion times. This suggested part for
redesign along with this redesign suggestion is discussed with the designer for approval.
If the designer agrees that there is potential for assembly time savings, a detailed redesign
will be created and a business case will be formed to support the proposal.
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3.8.2 Compact Disc Changer
The Compact Disc Changer Bracket (CDCB) was identified by the assembly time
savings workshop as a component with potential assembly time savings. The CDCB
(Item1, Figure 3.10) is used to mount the CD Changer (item 2) to the instrument panel
(IP) carrier (item 3).

1
5

2
3

Figure 3.10: CD Changer and Mounting Bracket
The CDCB (item 3,Figure 3.10) is first assembled to the CD Changer (item 1), at
a subassembly station, using four fasteners (two on each side, item 4). The CD Changer
and CDCB assembly (item 1 and 2) is then assembled to the IP Carrier (item 3) with an
additional two fasteners (item 5).
The item numbers and corresponding part names comprising the CD Changer
assembly are shown in Table 3.5, along with the quantities of each required for a single
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full assembly. The CD Changer assembly consists of a total of two components and six
fasteners and is assembled onto the IP carrier.
Table 3.5: CD Changer Assembly Components
Item
Number
1
2
3
4
5

Part Name
CD Changer
CD Changer Bracket
IP Carrier
Fillister Head Screw With Collar
Fillister Head Screw

Quantity
1
1
1
4
2

The CD Changer is a ―carryover part‖, which is a part that is carried over from
one model or product family to the next to reduce cost by reducing redesign costs. To
assemble the CD Changer to the new vehicle model, the CDCB was added to adapt the
assembly points of the CD Changer to the IP Carrier. The CD changer assembly was
identified in the workshop due to the amount of time required to complete the multiple
fastening and assembly operations. The assembly time of the CD Changer assembly is
estimated to be approximately 36 seconds (see Table 3.6).
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Operation Time (s)

Insertion Time (s)

Insertion Code

Handling Time (s)

Handling Code

Quantity

Task

Description

Table 3.6: CD Changer Assembly Time

1

Current CD Changer Assembly

58.8

1.1

Attach Bracket to CD Player

1

80

4.1

38

6

10.1

1.2

Insert four Screws

4

01

1.4

92

5

25.7

1.3

Insert Subassembly into IP carrier

1

80

4.1

38

6

10.1

1.4

Insert two Screws

2

01

1.4

92

5

12.8

R1

Redesigned CD Changer Assembly

R1.1

Insert CD Changer into IP carrier

1

80

4.1

38

6

10.1

R1.2

Insert two Screws

2

01

1.4

92

5

12.8

22.9

Estimated Time Savings

35.8

The suggested redesign resulting from the workshop discussions was complete
elimination of the bracket, and redesigning either the IP carrier or the CD Changer casing
so that the CD changer could be directly assembled to the IP carrier without the need for
a bracket (see Figure 3.11). The features manufactured on the outside of the CD casing
would serve in place of the bracket, and proving the mounting holes to mount the CD
Changer to the IP Carrier.
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Figure 3.11: CD Changer Casing Redesign
The redesign of the CD Changer Casing will reduce the assembly time by
eliminating the handling and insertion of four fasteners and attaching the CDCB to the
CD Changer.

Redesigning the CD Changer Casing may increase the cost of

manufacturing due to the design change to add the assembly features. Analyzing the
existing CD Changer presents an opportunity to reduce the assembly time of the future
vehicle model. If the CD Changer continues to be a ―carryover‖ part then the IP Carrier
should be designed with the requirement of allowing the assembly of the CD Changer
with no additional components. The CD Changer would then have mounting points that
is universal throughout vehicle models or across vehicles families depending on the level
of modularity desired by the OEM.
3.8.3 Fuel Tank Assembly
The fuel tank assembly (Figure 3.12) is another part identified by the workshop
for assembly time savings potential. The fuel tank assembly is composed of a plastic fuel
tank (item 1, Figure 3.12), two tension straps (item 3), and nine fasteners (not shown).
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An important assembly feature on the plastic fuel tank which will be referred as the
―honeycomb tab‖ (due to the cellular structure appearance, item 2), is also highlighted in
Figure 3.12.

1

2

3

5
1

3

2

4

4

3

Figure 3.12: Fuel Tank Assembly
For reference, the fuel tank assembly part names, number, and quantity can be
seen in Table 3.7.
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Table 3.7: Fuel Tank Assembly Callouts
Item Number
1
2
3
4
5

Part Name
Quantity
Plastic Fuel Tank
1
Honeycomb Assembly Feature
1
Tension Straps
2
Tension Straps Fastening Points
4
Guard Brackets
2

The fuel tank is assembled while the vehicle is in the ―tilt‖ phase of assembly.
The ―tilt‖ phase is when the vehicle rides along the assembly line while rotated axially 90
degrees, so that the underside of the vehicle is exposed. The fuel tank is assembled to the
vehicle in a four step process (see Figure 3.14). In Step 1, a lift assist (mobile assembly
fixture) is used to place and support the fuel tank in the correct position. The assembly
associate inserts one fastener (see Figure 3.13) through the hole in the honeycomb feature
to secure the gas tank to the vehicle and subsequently removes the fixture.
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Figure 3.13: Honeycomb Feature and Fastener
In Step 2, the first of the two tension straps is loosely fastened in position using
one fastener. Loosely fastened indicates that the fastener is inserted, but not torqued
tightly or to specification allowing the tension strap to move. The tension strap is
released, and allowed to hang from the fastening point as the assembly associated loosely
fastens the second tension strap to the vehicle. In Step 3, the assembly associate raises
the first tension straps across the gas tank and inserts the second fastener and tightens it to
the torque specification. The same procedure is then followed to attach the second
tension strap across the fuel tank. In Step 4, the associate returns to the bolts that were
loosely assembled in Step 2 and tightens them to the torque specification. The guard
brackets are then attached in Step 5 with two fasteners for each bracket. The guard
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brackets were inferred by the workshop team to be used to locate and fix the underbody
panels of the vehicle.
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Step

Image

Description
The lift assist aligns and holds the
fuel tank in position as a fastener is
inserted through the honeycomb

1
feature to temporarily hold the fuel
tank during assembly

The first of two tension straps is
loosely assembled with one fastener
at the top side of the fuel tank. The
tension strap is allowed to hang

2

from the attachment point while the
second tension strap is loosely
assembled with on fastener.
The assembly associate revisits the
first tension strap and raises it
across the fuel tank, and inserts a
3

second fastener to secure it in
position. The process is repeated
for the second tension strap.
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The assembly associate returns to
the first tension strap and torques
the previously loosely assembled
4

fastener to specification. The same
operations are used to tighten the
fastener on the second strap.

The two guard brackets are
assembled to the vehicle by two
bolts each.
5

Figure 3.14: Fuel Tank Assembly Process Summary
Difficulties and inefficiencies with the assembly of the fuel tank were observed
throughout the process. In Step 1, the honeycomb feature is used only to temporary
secure the gas tank to the vehicle until the tension straps would permanently fix it to the
vehicle. The honeycomb feature must be used because the tension straps cannot be
assembled while the lift assist is in place. The honeycomb feature is then used to secure
the fuel tank in place, until the tension straps are attached in the subsequent assembly
steps. A difficulty with the assembly process of the tensions straps in Step 2 was also
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observed. After the first fastener of the first strap is loosely assembled and the strap is
allowed to hand down, the strap interferes the loose fastening of the second strap. This
requires the assembly associate to move the first strap out of the way and hold the second
strap up to the fastening position with on hand, while holding the screw gun and
performing the fastening operation with the second hand. The fastener is magnetically
held in place by the fastening tool tip, but without an additional hand to stabilize the
fastening tool it is difficult to align the fastener for insertion. This is evident in Step 3, as
the associate has to hold the tension strap in place while aligning and fastening with the
free hand.

In Step 4, the associate has to revisit the previously loosely assembled

fasteners and torque them to specification. This requires additional time for the associate
to once again align the screw gun with the fastener. If possible, the fastening process
should be fully completed in one operation to reduce assembly time.
To better understand the competitor’s product, the team decided to investigate
how the fuel tank on the Mercedes GLK (see Figure 3.15) was assembled.
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Figure 3.15: Mercedes GLK Fuel Tank
Observing the fuel tank of the GLK helped support the proposed assembly time
reductions ideas generated by the workshop team. The suggested redesign included full
elimination of the honeycomb feature by allowing the straps to be fully assembled while
the lift assist held the fuel tank in position. The redesign also suggested that the straps
come to the manufacturing plant attached to the fuel tank from the supplier. This would
eliminate the difficulty of trying to hold multiple different components while trying to
insert a fastener using a screw gun with the other hand. In addition, to eliminate the need
of the support bracket, the suggestion to integrate attachment points directly to the metal
straps of the gas tank, and the underbody covers could be directly attached to these. The
time estimate of the original process and the estimated redesign suggestion is shown in
Table 3.8.
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The estimated assembly time of the original process (summarized in Figure 3.14)
is approximately 109 seconds. The estimated assembly time of the redesign, including
elimination of the honeycomb feature, elimination of the support brackets, receiving fuel
tank with tension straps attached from the supplier, and integration of the attachment
points (previously on the support brackets) to the tension straps, is approximately 61
seconds.

This results in an estimated assembly time savings of approximately 48

seconds.
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Operation Time (s)

Insertion Time (s)

Insertion Code

Handling Time (s)

Handling Code

Task

Description

Number of Items

Table 3.8: Fuel Tank Assembly Time Estimate

1

Fuel Tank and Brackets

108.9

1.1

Place fuel tank to body with fixture

1

99

9

38

6

15

1.2

Insert one screw

1

01

1.4

92

5

6.4

1.3

Place two metal straps over gas tank

2

80

4.1

38

6

20.2

1.4

Insert four screw

4

01

1.4

92

5

25.7

1.5

Attach two brackets

2

30

1.9

38

6

15.9

1.6

Insert four screw

4

01

1.4

92

5

25.7

R1

REDESIGN
Fuel Tank and Brackets

R1.1

Place fuel tank to body with fixture

1

99

9

38

6

15

R1.2

Place two metal straps over gas tank

2

80

4.1

38

6

20.2

R1.3

Insert four screw

4

01

1.4

92

5

25.7

60.9

Estimated Time Savings

48.1

Further discussions with the designers about the suggested redesign presented
some unforeseen roadblocks.

The designer informed the team that the honeycomb

feature was needed for maintenance work. The honeycomb feature is a support feature
for lowering the fuel tank while the vehicle is raised for maintenance works. The
honeycomb feature allows the mechanic to remove the tensions straps, and the
honeycomb feature holds the fuel tank in place while the mechanic positions a fixture to
help lower the fuel tank.
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The support brackets have additional functionality that the workshop team was
not aware of. The support brackets served not only to hold the underbody panels, but
also as attachment points for the exhaust system. The designer revealed that the brackets
were needed in order to keep the exhaust pipes physically disconnected from the fuel tank
to prevent physical contact and reduce heat transfer between the exhaust system and the
fuel tank.
Despite the difficulties revealed for part of the redesign, the designer did agree
that there is an opportunity to integrate the tension straps into the gas tank or have the
straps come loosely assembled to the fuel tank from the supplier. This would help reduce
the assembly time of the fuel tank by reducing the number of operations that the
assembly associate must complete. To further validate the suggested redesign, a business
case for the suggested redesign must be developed, and physical prototyping must be
conducted and tested to verify the assembly time savings potential.
3.9 Design Guidelines for Assembly Time Savings
Participation in the assembly time savings workshop resulted in preliminary
―design for assembly‖ type rules to help reduce the assembly time of vehicle components
through redesign of parts. The DfA rules developed from the assembly time reduction
workshop are:
1. If two or more parts with similar geometry or material are located within a small
distance from each other than a new part should be designed or one of the old
parts redesigned to integrate the function of the two previous parts. For example,
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the four hose clips (Figure 3.16), are similar or identical parts and therefore every
two clips could be replaced by one larger clip.

Figure 3.16: Design for Assembly Time Savings Guideline One
2. If a part has multiple features that are used accomplish one function then one of
the features should be eliminated even if the other feature may require slight
redesign. E.g. If a clip has the wire pushed into a clip and then a small latching
cover shuts over the wire, then the latching cover is repetitive since the wire is
already being held in place by the clip and the latching lid is once again holding
the clip in place. On the other hand if the latching feature is required with a lid,
then eliminate inserting the wire into a clip before shutting the lid.
3. If a part is located on 100% of the vehicles produced, then the part should be
directly attached to the body in white. There should be no intermediate part
between the part and the body.
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4. If a tool must be used to assemble one part while a similar part is being assembled
without a tool, then the part should be changed to eliminate the need for
additional tools for assembly. E.g. Some clips required a hammer to assemble
while other clips, which served the same function of positioning a wire or hose,
were used elsewhere on the vehicle and are snapped in by hand
5. If an associate has to make multiple trips to the vehicle to attach a part, then try to
reduce the number of trips my moving the parts closer to the assembly line or
place them on a cart so that the assembly associate only makes one trip from the
parts station to the vehicle.
6. If the amount of objects (tools, fasteners, or parts) that the associate has must hold
or handle is greater than two, then the part should be redesigned or a fixture
should be added to ease assembly and in turn reduce assembly time. For example,
the fuel tank required the associate to hold two straps, the battery gun, and
fasteners during assembly. By redesigning the fuel tank so that the straps were
attached to the fuel tank itself the assembly associate would only be required to
handle the battery gun and fasteners.
7. If a part or customer option is added after the initial launch of the vehicle, then the
design should utilize existing mounting holes and features of the vehicle of the
body.
8. If a hole is required in the vehicle body to assemble a component, then the
designer should determine if an existing hold can be used for multiple parts.
Otherwise if a hole is not needed it should be eliminated from the design, since
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holes in the body must be plugged and plugging holes increases the required time
to assemble the vehicle.
9. If an assembly aid is needed in order to insert or assemble a part, then redesign
the part to easily assemble without additional aid. For example, the pedal covers
in Figure 3.17, require the use of an alcoholic assembly aid (item 3, Figure 3.17).
The pedal covers should be redesigned so that they can be fully assembled
without the use of any additional assembly aid.

Figure 3.17: Additional Assembly Aid Needed8
3.10 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Workshops
An empirical ethnocentric study was conducted on an assembly time savings
workshop in which an offline full vehicle build took place with a focus on reducing
assembly time. The study provided useful information on suggested improvements to
increase the efficiency and organization of the workshop.

8
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One of the difficulties encountered at the workshop was the collaboration between
associates in multiple countries and therefore there was often a language barrier between
associates. When conducting a workshop in which multiple languages are used, there
should be at least one person who is fluent in both or all of the languages to ease the
transfer of ideas back and forth.

The language barrier plays a large role in the

documentation of the workshop. The language(s) in which the documentation will take
place should be determined ahead of time. If it is necessary there may be multiple
versions of the documentation in different languages, but this would be best to happen
during the workshop as to prevent any data loss if it were translated at a later time.
Assemble One Component to
System
(Line Associate)

Time Analysis by DFA
(Original Part)
(Time Analyst)

Deduce Intended Component/
Feature Functionality
(Core Team)

Discuss Observed Assembly
Difficulties
(Core Team)

Discuss Suggested Solutions
(Core Team)

Time Analysis by DFA
(Suggested Solution)
(Time Analyst)

Replace the Component
(Line Associate)

Document All Findings
(Core Team)

Figure 3.18: Actual Workshop Process Flowchart
The workshop would be more effective if the designers were required to
participate fully in the workshop therefore any questions of functionality or purpose of
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part could be answered immediately. The core team would often develop questions of the
functionality of a part, but without the direct involvement of the designer the team would
have to proceed without answers to avoid falling behind schedule. Knowledge of the
functionality of a component would allow the core team to develop solutions or ideas to
improve the design of the part. For example, the core team identified the airbag module
(Figure 3.19) as an assembly process for improvement.
The team suggested that the number of fasteners used to attach the airbag module
to the vehicle be reduced. As a typical DfA guideline, this was an obvious opportunity
for improvement and seemed simple enough to implement. Later in the week when the
designer attended the workshop to learn of the improvements for the areas of the vehicle
he was responsible for, including the airbag module, he informed the core team that the
number of fasteners was required as a safety requirement to prevent the airbag from
separating itself from the vehicle if the airbag were to be actuated in an emergency
situation and thus the number of fasteners could not be reduced. If the designers are
present at the workshop then suggested ideas can be immediately conveyed to them for
feedback. If the designers come later in the week or later in the workshop then the parts
discussed are often physically concealed due to the assembly of other parts near them and
it is more difficult to relay to the designers the exact parts and demonstrate the ideas
generated during the workshop.
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Figure 3.19: Current Airbag Module with Nine Fasteners (circled)
Another difficulty encountered during the workshop was the use of an older
model of the vehicle to analyze the assembly, since many of the components have been
redesigned or changed in order to help improve the design or ease the assembly process.
The model used was one of the first ―test cars‖ meaning they were one of the first fully
assembled cars of the current vehicle model and according to the product development
model (Figure 3.1) that approximates the age of the vehicle at approximately two year.
To receive the most benefit out of conducting a similar workshop, the newest version of
the vehicle model should be used with as many optional features included. This enables
the workshop team to see the largest quantity of parts, and also to most closely resemble
the current assembly process.
Future work includes implementation of the suggested solutions for assembly
time savings must to validate the actual time savings as opposed to the time savings
predicted from a DfA time estimate. Due to proprietary information the actual data and
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results from the workshop are not included, but ―best practices‖ on how to conduct a
similar workshop are discussed.
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Chapter Four
COMPARISON OF ASSEMBLY TIME SAVINGS WORKSHOP RESULTS TO LAZY
PARTS INDICATION METHOD RESULTS
Several parts were identified in the LPIM (Chapter Two) - these parts serve as the
genesis for identifying parts in the Assembly Time Savings Workshop (Chapter Three) as
a means for down selecting from the identified parts for redesign. The indicators were
developed for use in the LPIM to help designers identify parts with potential mass
savings. Through participation in the assembly time savings workshop, it was evident
that there was an overlap in parts being identified in both the LPIM and the assembly
time savings workshop. Three assemblies which were analyzed through both the LPIM
and the Assembly Time Savings workshop are discussed in the context of the indicators.
This overlap in parts between the two methods provides evidence that while the
indicators were initially developed to identify potential mass savings, they may inherently
also identify potential assembly time savings.
4.1 Duplicate Geometry
The Duplicate Geometry indicator became a point of interest during the workshop
because if a part is overlaid on top of another there is potential to combine the parts and
create only one component. This would save assembly time since the associate would be
fulfilling the need of assembling both pieces to the body with only one assembly motion.
Another redesign idea for reducing assembly time when a part is identified with the
duplicate geometry indicator is the ―sandwich‖ style assembly. Using a sandwich style
assembly, as suggested for the Gear Shifter Redesign (Section 3.8.1), the parts are
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stacked above each other and are fully assembled by one fastener that drives through all
the components.
4.2 Fasteners
During the workshop, the elimination and reduction of fasteners was an often
discussed topic. From the study of design for assembly [Boothroyd and Knight 1993;
Boothroyd 2005], the insertion of fasteners (screws, bolts, nuts, washers, clips, etc.) is a
time consuming process, and it is therefore desirable to minimize the number of fasteners
as much as possible while maintaining the intended function of the part. Within this
group of fasteners it is also much less time consuming to insert a clip which is simply
pushed in by a human force, rather than fastening with a screw or bolt. Therefore it was
often suggested to replace multiple screws or bolts with clips which could be simply
inserted. It is important to note that when designing a part to be attached using a clip, it
should be designed such that the force required to assemble it is small enough that it does
not require the use of a tool. The use of multiple tools in the same process is also very
time consuming and should be avoided to reduce cost. This is accomplish through the
product design since if a single part asks for multiple fastening techniques (hex head,
Philips head, different torque requirements) then the amount of time required to assemble
the fasteners is increased.
The weight of one fastener may not be substantial, but if multiple unnecessary
fasteners are used throughout a product then there is still potential for mass reduction.
One opportunity for mass reduction is by completely eliminating a fastener. If a fastener
is not required, the complete elimination saves the entire mass of the fastener and the
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entire assembly time of the fastener. Another design strategy for reducing the number of
fasteners is to design for the size of the fastener. Determine the forces that will be seen
by the fastener to determine size of the screw, the number of threads that need to be
engaged, and the minimum number of screws necessary to fulfill the functional
requirements. Overdesigning a product and adding excessive fasteners or extra fasteners
to ―correct a problem‖ that was not foreseen during the design stage increases the weight
and assembly time of the product without providing any additional performance
advantages.
4.3 Rigid-to-Rigid
The Rigid-to-Rigid indicator, developed for the LPIM for identifying parts with
potential mass savings, also provides an opportunity to identify parts with assembly time
savings. Often a component was attached to the body using a bracket. The assembly
associate would assemble the bracket to the part and then assemble that to the body or
vice versa assemble the bracket to the body and then assemble the part on the bracket.
This proves to have potential assembly time savings since now two components are being
assembled. Ideally the part would be directly attached to the body. For instance, the
CD/DVD changer bracket (see Figure 4.1, item 3) is first attached to the CD Changer and
then the subassembly is attached to the instrument panel carrier. The time required to
assemble the bracket to the CD Changer can be eliminated if the connection points
needed to attach the CD Changer to the instrument panel are formed into the casing of the
CD player itself as discussed in Section 3.8.2.
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Figure 4.1: CD/DVD Changer9
4.4 Support for a Flexible Non-Moving Part
The support for a flexible, non-moving part indicator applies to assembly time
savings in a similar fashion as the fasteners indicator. When a flexible part such as a wire
or hose is being designed, the support or holding features should be considered in the
design and not a second though left for the end of the design process. First the designer
should determine the size and quantity of support features required to fully support the
flexible part. If possible, the use of additional parts to support flexible nonmoving parts
should be reduced as much as possible. Reducing the need for the supporting component
may be accomplish by stiffening the flexible component so that it can be supported by the
minimum number of support components. If the supporting components are necessary,
9
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then they should be designed to be quickly and easily assembled. The same principle
applies in this case as did for the fasteners indicators. If the amount of force seen by the
supporting components is minimal, then design the supporting feature to clip into the
vehicle where necessary instead of having multiple supporting components that require
fasteners to fix them to the vehicle.
4.5 Material Flow Restriction
The material flow restriction indicator would remain primarily as a mass savings
indicator. The material flow restriction indicator is used to identify components that act
as enclosure which keep material in or out of an area. The component identified with the
material flow restriction indicator often contains multiple other components within it.
Each of the individual components within the enclosure is often designed to prevent
material from entering or leaving. One of the material flow restricting components is
repetitive and may be eliminated to reduce mass. The elimination of the larger enclosure
may alter the assembly time of the vehicle by requiring multiple smaller components to
be installed individually as opposed to as one module. For this reason the material flow
restriction is a more appropriate indicator for mass savings, but the effect on assembly
time should be considered before making any design changes.
4.6 Positioning Feature
The positioning feature indicator is identified 134 times during the vehicle
analysis and resulted in an estimated 17.91 kg (4%) mass savings. The positioning
feature indicator may also be used to identify components with assembly time savings
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potential. The honeycomb feature of the fuel tank is an example of a positioning feature
with mass savings potential (Chapter 2.6.3) and assembly time savings potential (Chapter
3.8.3).
A positioning feature, by definition, is a component or feature of a component that
helps position a system during the manufacturing process but is not necessary after full
assembly. A positioning feature adds no functional or performance value to the vehicle,
but does increase the mass and the assembly time of the vehicle. The honeycomb feature
of the fuel tank is required to hold the fuel tank in position on the vehicle until the vehicle
reaches the next assembly station, and is permanently secured by the tension straps. After
the tension straps are assembled, the honeycomb feature contributes no functional or
performance value to the vehicle, and the vehicle would still function completely if it
were removed after full assembly. The honeycomb positioning feature contributes to the
cost of the vehicle in terms of both mass and assembly time. The mass of a single
positioning feature may not be significant, but the cost of assembly of the positioning
feature must also be considered. Cost of the use of fixtures during the assembly process
will have to be analyzed on a case-by-case basis to determine the benefits to mass and
assembly time of replacing the need for a positioning feature by implementing the use of
a fixture.
4.7 Bridging System
The bridging system indicator is used to identify a component which spans the
geometric gap between two spatially disconnected systems. The purpose of the bridging
system is to transport material or energy from the original source to the locations of use.
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The main source of assembly time required for bridging systems is the time required to
support the bridging system in the location. This assembly time reduction is identified by
the support for a flexible, non-moving part. Reducing the length of the bridging system
will reduce the weight of the bridging system and reduce the number of support features
needed to hold it in place. The components identified by the bridging system indicator
serve as a source for redesign to reduce the number of components identified by the
support for a flexible, non-moving part indicator. For the bridging system indicator the
majority of mass reduction comes from reducing the distance spanned by the bridging
system (e.g. wire, hose, air duct, brake line) and the assembly time reduction is attributed
to the reduction of the number of required support for a flexible, non-moving part to
support the bridging system.
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Chapter Five
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter presents the key takeaways from this research and recommendations
for future work. One approach to evaluating the quality of research is by whether the
work raises additional research questions and areas for exploration. It is from this
perspective that a set of new research questions are raised.
5.1 Contributions
Three primary contributions from this research are enumerated. The first is a
design method that can be used by entry-level manufacturing engineers to identify
potential areas of mass reduction. The second contribution is the complete vehicle
analysis using this method and demonstrated redesign of selected components. The final
contribution centers in the case study and recommended strategies for assembly time
reduction through a reverse engineering workshop.
5.1.1 Design Method
The contribution of this research is a Lazy Part Identification Method for
identifying automotive vehicle parts with potential mass savings and a method for
identifying parts for assembly time savings developed through an empirical case study.
Specifically, the LPIM identifies components whose primary function is to aid in
manufacturing and assembly rather than to improve the performance or functionality of
the vehicle. Seven laziness indicators were developed empirically by studying parts on
the line at the manufacturing plant. The seven laziness indicators are: rigid-to-rigid
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connection, support for a flexible, non-moving part, positioning feature, Duplicate
Geometry, fastener, bridging system, and material flow restriction. The benefits of the
developed indicators are that they do not require extensive knowledge of the functionality
of the components being evaluated.

Instead, the laziness indicators focus on the

geometry and assembly information provided, allowing an entry-level manufacturing
engineer to analyze a set of components without extensive knowledge of the
functionality.

The LPIM should be used to focus the attention of the designer on

components with mass savings potential. A designer can use the results of the LPIM to
prioritize the components to redesign for mass savings. The Lazy Part Indication Method
was applied to an entire vehicle (approximately 1500 parts), and resulted in an estimated
114 kilograms, or 5 % mass savings potential.
5.1.2 Complete Vehicle Evaluation with Method
The frequency of appearance of the seven laziness indicators and combinations of
indicators was also analyzed to determine which indicator or combination of indicators
results in the largest potential mass savings. The results indicate that the rigid-to-rigid
connection and duplicate geometry indicator combination offers the largest potential for
mass reduction in the vehicle with an estimated 19 kilograms or 7% potential mass
savings. The outcome of this part of the research is a method for identifying potentially
―lazy‖ components within a vehicle by providing laziness indicators and a systematic
method for identifying the lazy parts.
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5.1.3 Time Study Case Study and Recommended Method
This research also presents a case study conducted on an assembly time savings
workshop which focused on reverse engineering a vehicle by assembling a vehicle part
by part and carefully analyzing the assembly procedure to identify components that could
be redesigned in an effort to reduce assembly time. The workshop was located at a BMW
research and development facility in Germany, and required collaboration between the
US manufacturing plants and the German design groups. This research details the
organization of the workshop, the people involved, and the method during the assembly
time savings workshop. The results from the case study include a method used during a
workshop focusing on reducing the assembly time of an automotive vehicle and a set of
―best practice‖ guidelines for future assembly time reduction workshops.
Within the case study, a realization of immediate mass savings through the
analysis of assembly time savings was recognized. An opportunity to identify parts with
potential assembly time savings using the indicators developed for the LPIM is also
presented. The ultimate outcome of the research is to develop a systematic and objective
method that may be used to support lightweight engineering and assembly time savings
for vehicles.
5.2 Recommended Future Work and Extensions
Future work includes identifying a systematic approach to redesign the
components. This approach may be based on the indicators identified for a component
which could lead a designer to redesign by optimization, material replacement, or
complete topology redesign.

For example, duplicate geometry and rigid-to-rigid
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connections may be good indicators for the potential of integrating components where
support for a flexible, non-moving part might suggest material replacement of the flexible
components to avoid the need for additional support.
Preliminary redesign of components and systems identified for assembly time
savings and mass savings were presented. However, to further validate the Lazy Part
Indicators and the estimated mass and assembly time savings predictions, detailed
redesign must be applied. Within the detailed redesign to reduce mass or assembly time,
the effects of redesign on production including logistics, supply chain, and manufacturing
must be considered.
Future work includes incorporating the LPIM into CAD software to be used as a
tool to automate the analysis and identification of parts with mass savings. The estimated
mass savings resulting from the LPIM, is based on a 1%, 10%, 50%, 100% scale
allowing a less experienced engineer to predict a rough estimate of potential mass savings
if a part were to be redesigned. While integrating the LPIM into a tool, a metric will be
developed to automate the potential mass savings estimate. For instance, in this situation
of duplicate geometry, the geometry and topological relationships inherent in the CAD
models would use Boolean manipulations to determine the amount of surface area
overlapping or in close proximity to another surface to automate the lazy part
identification method for the indicator duplicate geometry. Furthermore, empirical data
may provide a metric to predict estimated mass savings by using the relationship between
the amounts of duplicate geometry, measured from the overlapping geometry in the CAD
model.
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Specific research questions that may form the genesis for future theses and
dissertations include:
R1. What is the relationship between parts that are lazy in terms of mass and lazy in
terms of assembly?
R2. How can the Lazy Parts Indication Method be implemented in a tool to automate
the analysis and mass savings estimate?
R3. How much of the estimated mass savings and assembly time savings predicted for
the future vehicle model can be realized?
R4. Does a relationship exist between the laziness indicators, and the type of redesign
(optimization, material selection, functional integration, or functional separation)
that should be used to reduce mass and assembly time?
R5. Does a relationship exist between mass savings percentage and the laziness
indicators? I.e. can the estimated percent mass reduction be predicted from the
indicators identified for a part?
R6. How do the parts identified from application of the LPIM by an entry level
manufacturing engineering compare to parts identified by a veteran engineer or
designer using the LPIM?
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